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Abstract
We review the physics of hybrid optomechanical sys-
tems consisting of a mechanical oscillator interacting
with both a radiation mode and an additional matter-
like system. We concentrate on the cases embod-
ied by either a single or a multi-atom system (a Bose-
Einstein condensate, in particular) and discuss a wide
range of physical effects, from passive mechanical
cooling to the set-up of multipartite entanglement,
from optomechanical non-locality to the achievement
of non-classical states of a single mechanical mode.
The reviewed material showcases the viability of hy-
bridised cavity optomechanical systems as basic build-
ing blocks for quantum communication networks and
quantum state-engineering devices, possibly empow-
ered by the use of quantum and optimal control tech-
niques. The results that we discuss are instrumental
to the promotion of hybrid optomechanical devices as
promising experimental platforms for the study of non-
classicality at the genuine mesoscopic level.
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The interest in delivering winning architectures for quan-tum technologies has now extended well beyond the aca-demic domain that is more closely linked to modern quan-tum mechanics to involve the industrial and policy-makingsectors [1, 2]. Major financial investments aimed at therealisation of fully functioning prototypes of quantum-empowered devices have or are about to be made toboost the steps made so far in this area and catalysethe paradigm shift that the implementation of a disruptivequantum technological platform promises to embody. Themajor obstacle in this respect is very well summarisedby the following question: Are we exploring the correctexperimental scenarios for the delivery of quantum tech-nologies? This is a sensible question that aims at under-standing if the current formulation of quantum informationprocessing (QIP) and the physical candidates to the im-plementation of a fully function quantum information pro-
cessing device are fit for the task. In a way, it is well pos-sible that something similar to what triggered the birth ofthe “second generation" of (classical) computers would beneeded: the discovery of a new platform (semi-conductortransistors, in the case of classical machines) able to turnthe whole technological paradigm completely and boostminiaturisation, scalability, and performance efficiency.In contrast with the so-far dominating QIP architecturethat makes use of homogeneous information carriers (ions,neutral atoms, semi- or super-conducting chips, photoniccircuits, among the most prominent examples [3]), recentlythe idea of hybridisation has started becoming increas-ingly popular. Indeed, the community interested in QIParchitectures and their implementation is realising thatthe combination of information carriers and processors ofheterogeneous nature might be a winning strategy. Byputting together the strengths of different individual tech-
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Hybrid optomechanics for Quantum Technologies
nological platforms at the price of engineering controllableinterfaces, hybrid devices would be more flexible, adaptiveand performant than their homogeneous counterparts [4].This is precisely the context in which this review will beset: we will illustrate the factual benefits for QIP capabili-ties coming from the hybridisation of cavity-optomechanicssetups [5, 6], which are currently raising considerable at-tention in light of the possibilities that they offer for quan-tum state engineering, quantum control, and investiga-tions on the foundations of quantum mechanics and its po-tential modifications [7]. In particular, we will review someof the advantages for state preparation, manipulation anddiagnostics that are provided by the cooperation estab-lished between optically driven mechanical systems (op-erating at the quantum level) and simple atomic-like sys-tems embedded into an optical cavity. We shall showcasethe rich range of relevant effects emerging from such anadmixture of different physical information carriers (light,atomic systems, and mechanical ones). We will pinpoint-ing the opportunities opened by such hybrid structures forimproved quantum control and revelation, focusing in par-ticular on the achievement of non-classical features at thefull mechanical level, a goal that is currently at the cen-tre of much of the experimental endeavours in the area ofcavity optomechanics and that, as we will argue, might besignificantly “aided" by the adoption of hybrid setups [8–11].In detail, the structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 1we address a protocol for quantum state engineering of amechanical mode operated by an optical photo-subtractionmechanism. After discussing the general features of thisscheme, we briefly sketch how such an operation can beperformed by using the hybridisation methods based onthe use of atomic-like systems coupled to the field of anoptomechanical cavity. besides illustrating a non-trivialexample of mechanical quantum-state engineering throughall-optical means, this scenario provides an interestingmotivation for studying in details the opportunities offeredby such hybrid models for control, sensing and processingat the genuine quantum level.With such motivations at hand, in Sec. 2 we introduceand discuss a hybrid optomechanical system consistingof a BEC interacting with the field of an optomechanicalcavity it is trapped in. We address the quantum back-action induced on the mechanical device by the couplingof the field with the collective state of the atoms in theBEC. We show that such setup offers a very rich set ofpossibilities for both quantum control and entanglementdistribution. Indeed, as addressed in Sec. 3, a very in-teresting structure of entanglement sharing is set amongthe parties at hand, including the possibility for observ-ing genuine tripartite entanglement set among continuous
variable systems. The analysis illustrated in Secs. 2 and3 will be conducted at the steady-state reached by thesystem after a sufficiently long interaction time. How-ever, as Sec. 4 reveals, very important features can begathered from a time-resolved analysis of the dynamics ofthe hybrid system at hand. In fact, we will see how theshort-time dynamics is characterised by entanglement setbetween genuinely mesoscopic degrees of freedom (bothatomic and mechanical) that is prevented at the station-ary state. By borrowing techniques that are typical ofthe emerging field of optimal control, we will show thata considerable improvement of the degree of mesoscopicentanglement shared by mechanical mode and the BECcan be achieved if one implements a rather simple formof driving modulation, thus demonstrating the advantageof mixing up strategies for quantum control theory andthe flexibility of a hybridised setup. The usefulness of aBEC-hybridized optomechanical setup will be epitomisedby the study performed in Sec. 5, where we address theproblem of the revelation of quantum coherence in thestate of a single-clamped cantilever by mapping its stateonto the magnetic behaviour of a spinor BEC. In Sec. 6we change perspective completely and address a differ-ent form of hybridisation, this time based on the use ofa single spin system. In particular, we exploit a three-level atom, trapped within an optomechanical cavity, todemonstrate a dynamical regime that is able to generatea state quite close to a Schrödinger cat state. The in-corporation of a simple postselection stage allows us toprepare the mechanical system in a highly non-classicalstate, as shown by a criterion based on the negativity ofthe Wigner function. Finally, Sec. 7 allows us to draw ourconclusions.
1. Quantum state engineering through
photo-subtraction
In order to introduce the formalism that will be used acrossa large part of the manuscript without the complicationsof dealing immediately with a multipartite system, in thisSection we concentrate on the case of a purely optome-chanical system and discuss a protocol for quantum stateengineering of a massive mechanical mode based on thecombination of radiation-pressure coupling and photonsubtraction from a light field [12, 13]. We show a dynami-cal regime where non-classical states of a mechanical os-cillator can be in principle achieved under non-demandingconditions: cooling of the oscillator down to its ground-state energy is not required as the scheme prepares non-classical states for operating temperatures in the range of1 K and inefficiencies at the photon-subtraction stage donot hinder the effectiveness of the method. As we will dis-cuss in the last part of this Section, the required photon
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subtraction step can indeed be realised by using ancillaryelements, therefore embodying a genuine case of hybridoptomechanics. Therefore, this study is instrumental toillustrate an interesting instance of non-classical state-engineering protocol that makes use of the advantagesprovided by hybridisation and also to provide the neces-sary mathematical tools that will be used explicitly whenaddressing the BEC-hybridised configurations presentedin Secs. 2, 3 and 4.We consider the prototypical optomechanical setting con-sisting of a cavity of length L driven through its steadyinput mirror by an intense light field of frequency ωL andendowed with a highly reflecting end-mirror that can os-cillate along the cavity axis around an equilibrium posi-tion. The vibrating mirror, which is modelled as a mechan-ical harmonic oscillator at frequency ωm, is in contact witha background of phononic modes in equilibrium at temper-ature T . We write the Hamiltonian of the system madeout of the cavity field, the movable mirror and the BEC as
Hˆ = HˆM + HˆC + HˆMC (1)
where the mirror and cavity Hamiltonians are
HˆM = mω2mqˆ2/2 + pˆ2/(2m), (2)HˆC = ~(ωC−ωL)aˆ† aˆ−i~η(aˆ− aˆ† ), (3)
respectively. Here qˆ (pˆ) is the mirror position (momentum),m is its effective mass, ωC is the cavity frequency and aˆ(aˆ† ) is the corresponding annihilation (creation) operator.We have included a cavity pumping term −i~η(aˆ − aˆ† )with coupling parameter η = √2κR/~ωL (R is the laserpower and κ is the cavity decay rate). For small mirrordisplacements and large cavity free spectral range withrespect to ωm (which allows us to neglect scattering ofphotons into other mechanical modes), the mirror-cavityinteraction can be written as
HˆMC = −~χqˆaˆ† aˆ (4)
with χ = ωC /L the optomechanical coupling coefficient.Before addressing the full-fetched configuration for pho-ton subtraction-aided quantum optomechanics, it is worthgathering some insight into the features of the system it-self. This analysis will justify a posteriori some of theconclusions that will be reached later on.The properties of the field-oscillator state are well charac-terized using these covariance matrix VMC having elements(VMC )ij=〈qˆiqˆj + qˆj qˆi〉/2 (i, j = 1, .., 4) with qˆ=(qˆ, pˆ, xˆ, yˆ)and the dimensionless field quadratures xˆ = (aˆ+aˆ† )/√2,yˆ = i(aˆ† − aˆ)/√2. In such an ordered operator basis, the
covariance matrix of the simple optomechanical system iswritten as VMC = (M RRT C
) (5)
with M=Diag[m11, m22] a diagonal matrix encompassingthe local properties of the mechanical mode and J = C ,Rwith elements (J)ik = jik accounting for either the field’sproperties or the correlations between the two subsys-tems, respectively. In general, the dynamics encompassedby Hˆ is made difficult by the non-linearity inherent inHˆMC . However, for an intense pump laser, the problemcan be linearised by introducing quantum fluctuation op-erators as Oˆ→Os+δOˆ with Oˆ any of the operators en-tering into HˆMC , Os the corresponding mean value andδOˆ the associated first-order quantum fluctuation oper-ator [14]. The explicit form of the elements of VMC isfound using the solutions of the Langevin-like equationsregulating the open-system dynamics undergone by themechanical and optical fluctuation operators. These canbe written in the compact form
∂tφˆMC = KMC φˆ+NˆMC , (6)
where we have introduced the vector of fluctuation op-erators φˆTMC = (δxˆ δyˆ δqˆ δpˆ), the noise vector Nˆ TMC =(√κ(δaˆ†in+aˆin) i√κδ(aˆ†in−aˆin) 0 ξˆ) and the dynamical cou-pling matrix KMC given, in the chosen basis, by
KMC =

0 ωm 0 0−ωm −γ G 00 0 −κ ∆G 0 −∆ −κ
 . (7)
In these expressions G = χ√~/(2mωm) is the effectiveoptomechanical coupling rate and γ is the energy de-cay rate of the mechanical oscillator. Moreover, ξˆ is aLangevin operator that describes the Brownian motion ofthe mechanical mode (induced by environmental phononmodes) at temperature T . The statistical properties of thisoperator will be addressed in some detail in Sec. 2. Hereit is sufficient to mention that in the limit of small mechan-ical damping and large enough temperature, ξˆ describesa delta-correlated noise of strength γ(n + 1) with n themean phonon number of the mechanical system. Eq. (37)can be straightforwardly transformed into the dynamicalequation for VMC [14]
V˙MC = KMCVMC + VMCKT + DMC (8)
with DMC=diag[0, γ(2n+1), κ, κ ] accounting for the noiseaffecting the bipartite system at hand here. We will con-sider initial conditions such that the mechanical mode is
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prepared in a thermal state at temperature T and the cav-ity field in a coherent state of amplitude determined bythe intensity of the pumping field.A typical example of the time-behaviour of the matrix el-ements of VMC is displayed in Fig. 1 for a choice of therelevant set of parameters in our problem. The stabilityof the dynamical equations is guaranteed throughout thewhole evolution. The system reaches its steady-state ona timescale roughly dictated by ω−1m . In such long-timeconditions, the behaviour of the system is fully capturedby the Lyapunov equation
KMCVMC + VMCKTMC = −DMC (9)
whose explicit solution has been given in the Supplemen-tary Material accompanying Ref. [15]. As the correspond-ing expressions are too lengthy to be informative, we donot report them here.With these tools at hand, it is straightforward to eval-uate the entanglement within the opto-mechanical de-vice as quantified by the logarithmic negativity EMC =max[0,− ln 2ν] [16]. Here, ν is the smallest symplec-tic eigenvalue of the the matrix V′MC = PVMCP , whereP = diag(1, 1, 1,−1) performs momentum-inversion inphase-space. The results are shown in Fig. 2, where onlythe quantity − ln 2ν is plotted to show that no entangle-ment is found in the optomechanical system, nor dynami-cally neither at the steady state. Although Fig. 2 showsjust an instance of this, our extensive numerical explo-ration confirmed this result for a large range of the keyparameters in our problem. As we will see later on, how-ever, the absence of entanglement does not hinder thevalidity of the state engineering scheme.We now pass to the description of the scheme discussed inthis Section. The field reflected by the mechanical mirrorundergoes a single photon-subtraction process (that cor-respondingly stops the cavity-pumping process). A sketchof the proposed system is given in Fig. 3. The idea be-hind such proposal is that the correlations (not necessar-ily quantum) set between the mechanical oscillator andthe field are enough to “transfer" the non-classicality in-duced in the conditional state of the field by the photon-subtraction process to the state of the mechanical mode. Inthis respect, this proposal is along the lines of the schemeby Dakna et al. [17], where a photon-number measure-ment on one arm of an entangled two-mode state projectsthe other one into a highly non-classical state. However,we should remark again that no assumption on an ini-tially entangled optomechanical state will be necessary.While here we are interested in the formal aspects of themechanism behind our proposal, a physical protocol willbe addressed later on.
Given the covariance matrix of the bipartite state ofthe system, we calculate the Weyl characteristic func-tion as χW (η, λ)=e− 12 q˜σq˜T with η=ηr+iηi, λ=λr+iλiand q˜=(ηr , ηi, λr , λi) the vector of complex phase-space variables. With this, the density matrix ofthe joint field-oscillator system can be written asρMC = pi−2 ∫ χW (η, λ)Dˆ†M (η)⊗Dˆ†C (λ)d2η d2λ [18]. Here,Dˆj (α)= exp[αaˆ†j − α∗aˆj ] is the displacement operator ofmode j=m, f of amplitude α∈C. The mechanical state re-sulting from the subtraction of a single quantum from thefield is then described by
ρM = Npi2
∫ χW (η, λ)Dˆ†M (η) tr[aˆDˆ†C (λ)aˆ† ]d2η d2λ (10)
with N a normalization constant. Eq. (10) can be manipu-lated to get rid of the degrees of freedom of the cavity fieldby using the transformation rule of aˆ induced by Dˆ†C (λ) andthe closure relation pi−1 ∫ d2α |α〉〈α|C =1ˆ C , where |α〉 isa coherent state [18]. After some algebra, one gets
tr[aˆDˆ†C (λ)aˆ† ]=∫ (|α|2−|λ|2+2iIm[λ∗α ]+1)e− |λ|2+2iIm[λ∗α ]2pi d2α.(11)We now first perform the integration over λ, introduce thefunction
C(α, η, λ)=χW (η, λ)(|α|2−|λ|2+2iIm[λ∗α ]+1)e− 12 |λ|2 (12)
and cast the state of the mechanical mode as
ρM = Npi3
∫ Dˆ†M (η)F [C(α, η, λ)]d2ηd2α (13)
with F [C(α, η, λ)] the Fourier transform of C(α, η, λ). Suchfunction encompasses any effects that the photon subtrac-tion might have on the state of the mechanical system. Asdiscussed before, the idea behind our proposal is that thecorrelations (not necessarily of a quantum nature) sharedby the field and the mechanical mode are sufficient for thelatter to experience the effects of the de-Gaussification in-duced by the photon subtraction. In what follows, we showthat this is indeed the case.In order to determine the features of ρM , we address itsWigner function
W (δr , δi)= 1pi2
∫ Ξ(γ)eγ∗δ−γδ∗d2γ (δ=δr+iδi), (14)
which is calculated using the characteristic functionΞ(µ)=tr[DˆM (µ)ρM ] evaluated at the phase-space point µ ∈
C. A lengthy yet straightforward calculation leads to
W (δr , δi) = 2piA(detM)5/2(c22+c11−2) e−2
( δ2im11 + δ2rm22 ) (15)
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Figure 1. Elements of the covariance matrix VMC plotted against the interaction time t for ∆/ωm = 0.05, T = 0.4K and m = 5× 10−12Kg. We have
taken a cavity of length L = 1mm, cavity frequency ωc/2pi ' 4×1014Hz and finesse 104, pumped with 20mW. The mechanical damping
rate is as small as ∼ 10Hz. In panel (a) we show the elements of the block M pertaining to the mechanical mode (notice that elementsm11 and m22 are almost indistinguishable, while the steady-state form of such block is diagonal). Panel (b) shows the elements of the
field’s block C (the inset shows a magnification of the plot for values of the matrix entries [0, 14]. This allows to appreciate the elements
that are not clearly visible from the main panel). Panel (c) is for the elements of the correlation block R .
with
A = m222[(c11 + c22−2)m211 + (4δ2i −m11)(r211 + r212)]+m211(4δ2r −m22)(r222 + r221)− 8m11m22(r11r21 + r12r22)δrδi. (16)The polynomial dependence of A on δ entails the non-Gaussian nature of the reduced mechanical state. Wenow seek evidences of non-classicality. A rather stringentcriterion for deviations from classicality is the negativityof the Wigner function associated with a given state. Thisembodies the failure to interpret it as a classical proba-bility distribution, which is instead possible whenever theWigner function is positive [19]. Building on the so-calledHudson theorem [20], which proves that only multi-modecoherent and squeezed-vacuum states have non-negativeWigner functions, measures of non-classicality based onthe negativity of the Wigner function have been formu-lated [19]. More recently, operational criteria for inferringquantumness through the negative regions in the Wignerfunction have been proposed [21]. By inspection, we findthat Eq. (15) can indeed be non-positive and achieves itsmost negative value for δr,i = 0. Assuming that none ofthe variances of the mechanical oscillator and the field are
-0.04
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
Figure 2. Logarithmic negativity of the opto-mechanical state plotted
against the interaction time t for ∆/ωm = 0.05, T=0.4K andm = 5 × 10−12Kg. We have taken a cavity of length L =1mm, cavity frequency ωc/2pi ' 4 × 1014Hz and finesse104, pumped with 20mW. The mechanical damping rate is
as small as ∼ 10Hz.
squeezed below the vacuum limit we have W (0, 0)<0 for
m11m22 > (c11 + c22 − 2)m11−(r211 + r212)(r222 + r221) , (17)
which is quite an interesting finding. First it showsthat the non-classicality of the mechanical mode dependson its initial degree of squeezing given by the ratiom11/m22 [22]. Second, we remark the “plug&play" na-ture of Eq. (17): by determining the matrix VMC of thetwo modes under scrutiny, which can be performed as de-scribed in [14, 23, 24], one can determine the amplitudeof the negative peak of W (δr , δi) without the necessity ofreconstructing the full Wigner function. Clearly, this isa major practical advantage that allows us to bypass thedemanding needs for a tomographically complete set ofdata. In addition, as the entries of a covariance matrix aredetermined with a rather good precision [25], we expecta covariance matrix-based criterion for non-classicalityto be less prone to artifacts (such as large error bars)that would mask negativity and thus erroneously make
Figure 3. Sketch of the thought experiment. A pulsed laser field
(with a set polarization) enters a cavity and drives the os-
cillations of an end mirror embodying a mechanical mode.
Steady-state of the opto-mechanical system is reached on
a timescale of a few multiples of ωm. The field is then
photon-subtracted by a high-transmittivity beam splitter
(BS) and a Geiger-like photo-detector. A click at the lat-
ter triggers a shutter (such as an electrically driven half
wave-plate) that blocks the pumping process. Also shown
are the symbols for a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and
a quarter wave-plate (QWP) used to direct the field to the
cavity or the photo-subtraction unit.
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the Wigner function consistent with a classical probabilitydistribution (the reconstruction of VMC can be performedas described in [14, 23, 24] via all-optical procedures en-joying a rather good precision and accuracy [25]). Finally,Eq. (17) is handy to gauge the quality of the parametersof a given experiment with respect to the achievementof a non-classical mechanical state. Fig. 4 shows thatW (δr , δi) can take significantly negative values for properchoices of the parameters and quite a large temperature.Depending on the parameters being used, optomechani-cal entanglement can persist up to temperatures of about20 K [14, 23]. We now wonder whether the conditionalstate-engineering scheme proposed here enjoys this verysame feature. First, we notice that by subtracting a sin-gle photon from mode 2 of a two-mode squeezed vacuum|ζ〉 = (cosh ζ)−1∑∞n=0 λn |n, n〉12 with squeezing factorζ<1 and λ= tanh ζ , the Wigner function of the unmea-sured mode 1 is basically identical to W (δr , δi) in thelimit of small temperature (T∼1 mK). This is quantita-tively illustrated in Fig. 5 (a) and (b), where the Wignerfunction of mode 1 for ζ=0.4 is shown to be indistin-guishable from the analogous function of mode m afterthe application of our scheme. Such a similarity is un-derstood as follows: The high-quality mechanical mode,large-finesse cavity and low-temperature limit used heremake a unitary approach to the time evolution of the op-tomechanical system quite appropriate. The dynamics,in such case, involve two-mode squeezing of modes Mand C [26], which explains the similarity seen in Fig. 5and discussed here. Such an analogy is illuminating asit is straightforward to see that the effects experiencedby mode 1 in the (unnormalized) unilaterally photon sub-tracted state aˆ2 |ζ〉 〈ζ|12 aˆ†2 can be interpreted as the ad-dition of a photon, which is the origin for non-classicalityof the resulting state (as signaled by the negativity of itsWigner function). When T is increased, however, the ro-tational invariance of W (δr , δi) is progressively lost. Asa result of the loss of coherence, W (δr , δi) splits into two
Figure 4. Wigner function of the mechanical mode for ωm/2pi =10 MHz, ∆/ωm = 0.05, T=0.4 K andm = 5×10−12 Kg. We
have taken a cavity 1 mm long, frequencyωc/2pi ' 4×1014
Hz and finesse 104, pumped with 20 mW. In line with cur-
rent experimental values, the mechanical damping rate is
as small as ∼ 10 Hz.
(a) (b)
Figure 5. (a) Conditional Wigner function of the mechanical mode
after photon subtraction for T = 4 × 10−3 K and m = 5 ×10−12 Kg. (b) Same as panel (a) but assuming that modesM andC are initially in a pure two-mode squeezed vacuum
state of squeezing factor ζ = 0.4.
localized peaks, which become progressively Gaussian-shaped as the temperature grows and represent the ther-mal average of displaced states in the phase-space. Thiseffect is clearly illustrated in Fig. 6, where a snap-shot ofthe phase-space dynamics against T is shown. As antic-ipated above, for the parameters chosen in our analysis,quite large negative values are observed in W (δr , δi) forT1 K and the Wigner function remains negative up to1 K [see Fig. 7]. In Sec. 1.3 we will estimate the life-timeof the enforced non-classicality.
1.1. Thought experimental schemeOur approach so far was to consider photon subtraction ata formal level. Although, as we will demonstrate shortly,the accuracy of the quantitative results achieved in thisway is excellent we now go beyond such an abstract de-scription and assess a close-to-reality version of our pro-posal. In a real experiment, the non-Hermitian opera-tion of subtracting a photon is realized by superimpos-ing, at a high transmittivity beam splitter (BS), mode Cto an ancilla ℵ prepared in the vacuum state [12, 27].This makes ours a three-body system characterized bythe variance matrix VMCℵ = (1 m⊕BTCℵ)(VMC⊕1 ℵ)(1⊕BCℵ),
Figure 6. Snap-shot of the phase-space dynamics of the Wigner
function of the mechanical mode for increasing values of
the temperature. We have taken T = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 K in
going from left to right, top to bottom panel. Other param-
eters as in Fig. 4.
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where we have introduced the symplectic BS transforma-tion BCℵ=1⊗(τ1 ℵ) − iσy⊗(r1 ℵ). Here τ is the trans-mittance of the BS (r2+τ2=1). The characteristic func-tion of such correlated three-mode state is χ˜W (η, λ, ξ) =exp[−q˜VMCℵq˜T /2], where q˜=(ηr , ηi, λr , λi, ξr , ξi) is thevector of phase-space variables of the three modes andξ=ξr+iξi. The corresponding density matrix is thus givenby
ρ˜ = 1pi3
∫ χ˜W (η, λ, ξ)Dˆ†M (η)Dˆ†C (λ)Dˆ†ℵ (ξ)d2ηd2ξd2λ. (18)
We post-select the event where a single click is obtainedat a photo-resolving detector measuring the state of modeℵ, thus projecting its state onto |1〉ℵ. This gives the con-ditional state
ρ˜M = N˜pi2
∫ χ˜W (η, 0, ξ)Dˆ†M (η)(1− |ξ|2)e− 12 |ξ|2d2η d2ξ(19)with N˜ the normalization factor and where the formula
ℵ〈1| Dˆ†ℵ (ξ) |1〉ℵ=e−|ξ|2/2(1−|ξ|2) has been used [18]. Thecalculation of the Wigner function W˜ (δr , δi) of the mechan-ical mode then proceeds along the lines sketched above.The resulting analytic expression is however very involvedand can only be managed numerically. A thorough anal-ysis shows that already at τ2=0.8, W˜ (δr , δi) reproducesvery accurately the behaviour of W (δr , δi). For instance,at the value of ∆ used to produce the figures in this paper,we get |W˜ (0, 0)−W (0, 0)|'10−8. Clearly, the quality ofthe agreement depends crucially on the BS transmittiv-ity. It is enough to take τ∼0.9 to get full agreement be-tween W˜ (δr , δi) and its formal counterpart over the range∆ ∈ [0, 0.1]ωm, where non-classicality is observed.
1.2. Role of imperfectionsFor the sake of a practical implementation, it is importantto assess the role that imperfections play in the perfor-mance of our scheme. The most relevant one for our tasksis the inability of discriminating the number of photons im-pinging on the detector used to subtract a single photon
-0.1
-0.3
-0.5
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Figure 7. Negativity ofW (0, 0) against temperature for ∆/ωm = 0.05.
Other parameters as in Fig. 4.
from f . We thus consider a finite-efficiency Geiger-likedetector modelled by the positive operator valued mea-surement {Πˆncℵ , 1 ℵ−Πˆncℵ } with Πˆncℵ = ∑∞j=0(1 − ε)j |j〉〈j|ℵthe projection operator accounting for “no-click” at thedetector. Due to the finite efficiency ε ∈ [0, 1], a pho-tonic state with j photons has a probability (1−ε)j to bemissed. It is straightforward to see that the Wigner func-tion corresponding to the state of mode M is then givenby W(δr , δi)=pi−2F [Ξ(µ, ε)] with
Ξ(µ, ε) ∝ χ˜(µ, 0, 0)− ∞∑j=0 (1−ε)
jpi
× ∫ χ˜(µ, 0, ξ)e− |ξ|22 Lj (|ξ|2)d2ξ (20)
and Lj (|ξ|2) the Laguerre polynomial of order j . By in-verting the order of sum and integration and using thegenerating function of Laguerre polynomials [28], we have
∞∑
j=0 (1−ε)jLj (|ξ|2)=e
− 2−ε2ε |ξ|2ε , (21)
so that Ξ(µ, ε) ∝ χ˜(µ, 0, 0)− Φ(µ, ε) with
Φ(µ, ε) = − 1piε
∫ χ˜(µ, 0, ξ)e− 2−ε2ε |ξ|2d2ξ. (22)
The effects of detection inefficiency are thus quantifiedby considering that Φ(µ, ε) is the only term that dependson ε in Ξ(µ, ε). Therefore, |Φ(µ, 1)−Φ(µ, ε)| provides aquantitative estimate of the differences due to a non-idealdetector. Numerically, for ε ≥ 0.7 we have found neg-ligible values of this quantity (∼10−2), almost uniformlywith respect to τ: Fig. 7 is reproduced without noticeabledifferences. Moreover, the performance of our scheme isnot affected by even smaller detection efficiency. This isin line with the analysis conducted on photon subtractionprocesses: detection inefficiencies only lower the proba-bility of success of the scheme without affecting the fidelityof the process itself [12, 27]. Likewise, the dark count rateof photo-detectors can generally be neglected in photonsubtraction experiments [12, 13].
1.3. Robustness of non-classicalityLet us suppose now that a non-classical state of the me-chanical mode has been engineered by means of the pro-tocol put forward in this Section. How long would theenforced mechanical non-classicality last? A quantitativeanswer to this question comes from considering that, assoon as the a photon is revealed at the photo-detector
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shown in Fig. 3, the pumping of the cavity should be ter-minated. This means that, from that time on, the me-chanical mode would evolve freely yet being subjected tophononic damping at non-zero temperature. This, in gen-eral, would be described by a non Markovian dynamicsbasically corresponding to quantum Brownian motion [14].However, we consider the experimentally relevant condi-tion of ωm  γm that makes the Brownian damping equiv-alent to a Markovian dissipation process such as the oneexperimenced by a lossy optical mode [14, 23]. In this case,the density matrix ρm of the mechanical mode evolves un-der the influences of a dissipative thermal bath accordingto the master equation (in the interaction picture)
∂tρm = γ(n+ 1)(2mˆρmmˆ† − mˆ†mˆρm − ρmmˆ†mˆ)+ γn(2mˆ†ρmmˆ− mˆmˆ†ρm − ρmmˆmˆ† ). (23)
This is written as a Fokker-Planck equation for theWigner function W (δr , δi, t) of the mechanical mode attime t of the evolution as
∂tW (σr , σi, t) = γ2 [∂σσ + ∂σ∗σ ∗ +N∂2σσ∗]W (σr , σi, t)(24)with σ ∈ C a phase-space variable (σ ∗ is its complexconjugate) and N = 2n+1. Eq. (24) is solved straightfor-wardly by convoluting W (σr , σi, 0), i.e. the Wigner func-tion of the prepared non-classical state, with the Wignerfunction of a thermal state as
W (δr , δi, t) = 2piτN
∫ d2σ W (σr , σi, 0)e−2 |σ−δe−γt |2Nτ (25)
where τ = 1 − exp[−2γt]. The maximum negative am-plitude of the Wigner function is achieved at δ = 0 andone can study its behaviour against the evolution time t.Typical results are shown in Fig. 8, where we address thecase of two different values of T . Clearly, as the tempera-ture rises, the time-window within which non-classicalityis preserved shrinks, in line with intuition. However, giventhe small damping rates currently achievable through ac-curate micro and nano- fabrication processes of the me-chanical modes under scrutiny, the width t∗ of such win-dow remains quite large with γt∗ = 0.08→ t∗ = 1.3 ms inthe worst case scenario shown in Fig. 8 [cfr. red squaredpoints].
1.4. Hybridisation for photo-subtractionAlthough we have used the language of linear optics todescribe the working principles of the scheme presentedhere, the required intracavity photo-subtraction processcan be implemented using alternative experimental tech-niques. For instance, when a suitable evolution time
0.10 0.20 0.30
-0.20
-0.10
0.00
Figure 8. Negativity of W (0, 0) against the dimensionless time γt for∆/ωm = 0.1 and m = ×10−12 Kg. We have taken a cavity
of length 1 mm, cavity frequency ωc/2pi ' 4×1014 Hz and
finesse 104, pumped with 20 mW. We have consideredT = 0.04 K (red squared points) and T = 4 mK (black
circle points).
is chosen, a hybrid architecture incorporating an atomicmedium (consisting of either a single particle or a multi-atom one) that interacts resonantly with the cavity fieldachieves exactly the effect of subtracting excitations fromthe field. Indeed, let us consider the Hamiltonian cou-pling the field to the effective dipole of a general spin-likesystem, such as a two-level atom or a collection of them(collectively coupled to the cavity field). Such resonantinteraction can be generically written as
HˆC,spin = ~G(aˆΣˆ+spin + h.c.) (26)
with G the Rabi frequency of the interaction and Σˆ+spinthe raising operator of the spin-like system. A straight-forward calculation shows that the operation that is ef-fectively implemented on the cavity field when the spin(prepared in its fundamental state) is found, at time t,in its excited one is proportional to sin(G√aˆ† aˆt)/√aˆ† aˆaˆ.By choosing t such that sin(G√aˆ† aˆt)/√aˆ† aˆ ' 1 for anynumber of photons in the cavity (a condition satisfied forvery small values of the Rabi frequency), this realises therequired photo-subtraction process. Notice that the re-quest of weak coupling simply affects the probability toeffectively subtract a photon and not the quality of theresulting state.This simple example illustrates the benefits of imple-menting a reliable tripartite configuration incorporatingan atomic subsystem into the optomechanical device ad-dressed here. Indeed, the possibilities offered by such aconfiguration go well beyond the specific case addressedhere, as it will be argued in the remainder of this review.On the other hand, many are the questions opened bythe demonstrated possibility to engineer the state of amechanical system by conditioning optical modes through
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Figure 9. A laser is split by an unbalanced beam splitter. The trans-
mitted part is phase-modulated and enters the cavity cou-
pled to a BEC. The (weak) reflected part of the pump laser
probes the BEC. The signals from the cavity and the BEC
go to a detection stage consisting of a switch (selecting the
signal to analyze), a photodiode and a spectrum analyzer
(SA).
photo subtraction stages. A particularly interesting onewould be the steering of the mechanical mode towards adesired target state through the sequential application ofphoto subtraction and addition processes.
2. Hybrid cavity-BEC optomechanics
We now move to the addressing of an explicitly hybridisedsystem of much theoretical and experimental appeal. Weconsider the placement of a Bose-Einstein condenden-sate (BEC) into an optomechanical cavity as a paradigmfor a device combining the handiness of ultra-cold atomicsystems to the potential for mesoscopic non-classicalityof optomechanical ones. In this Section, we introducethe model and study the phenomenology of mutual back-action dynamics between macroscopic degrees of freedomembodied by physical systems of different nature. Weshow a non-trivial intertwined dynamics between collec-tive atomic modes, coupled to the cavity field, and themechanical one, which experiences the radiation-pressureforce.We start by first focusing on the atom-induced back-actioneffects over the mechanical device. In particular, our aimis to cool the vibrating mechanical mode, showing thatthe interaction with the atomic degrees of freedom (albeitindirect) modifies the cooling capabilities of an optome-chanical system quite considerably with respect to theperformances predicted and demonstrated experimentallyso far [6]. In order to get a picture of the physical situ-ation at hand, let us address the details of the proposedthought experiment.As an addition to the general optomechanical setting il-lustrated in Sec. 1, we consider a BEC confined in a large-volume trap within the cavity [29, 30] [cfr. Fig. 9]. Alter-natively, the BEC could be sitting in a 1D optical-latticegenerated by a trapping mode sustained by a bimodal cav-ity [31]. The atom-cavity interaction is insensitive to thedetails of the trapping and our study holds in both cases.
In the weakly interacting regime [32], the atomic field op-erator can be split into a classical part (the condensatewave function) and a quantum one (the fluctuations) ex-pressed in terms of Bogoliubov modes. Recent experi-ments coupling a BEC to an optical resonator [30] sug-gest that the Bogoliubov modes interacting significantlywith the cavity field are those with momentum ±2kc (kc isthe cavity-mode momentum) while the condensate can beconsidered to be initially at zero temperature. As a result,the cavity field excites superpositions of atomic momentummodes giving rise to a periodic density grating sensed bythe cavity.We write the Hamiltonian of the system made out of thecavity field, the movable mirror and the BEC as
Hˆ = ∑j=A,M,C Hˆj + HˆAC + HˆMC (27)
where HˆM , HˆC and HˆMC have been introduced in Eq. (1)and HˆA = ~ω˜cˆ† cˆ (28)describes the free energy of the atomic system, describedas a collective Bogoliubov mode with bosonic operators cˆ(cˆ† ) and frequency ω˜ and cˆ (cˆ† ). The atoms-cavity inter-action reads
HˆAC = ~g2N02∆a aˆ† aˆ+ ~√2ζQˆaˆ† aˆ (29)
and thus contains two contributions: the first one, pro-portional to the number of condensed atoms N0, comesfrom the condensate only while the second is related tothe position-like operator Qˆ=(cˆ + cˆ† )/√2 of the Bogoli-ubov mode (its canonically conjugated operator will behereafter indicated as Pˆ = i(cˆ†−cˆ)/√2). In Eq. (29), gis the vacuum Rabi frequency for the dipole-like transi-tion connecting the atomic ground and excited states, ∆ais the detuning of the atomic transition from the cavityfrequency and the coupling rate ζ∝√N0g2/∆a. A rigor-ous calculation, which we sketch here, shows that ζ alsodepends on the Bogoliubov mode-function and can be con-veniently tuned. We work in conditions of far-off resonantcoupling between the atoms in the condensate and thefield, i.e. ∆a  {g,Γa} (with Γa the atomic spontaneous-decay rate), so that we can adiabatically eliminate the ex-cited state in the dipolar transition. The resulting cavity-condensate interaction Hamiltonian is then [33]
HˆAC = ~U0aˆ† aˆ∫ dx cos2(kcx)ψˆ† (x)ψˆ(x) (30)
with U0 = g2/∆a and ψˆ(x) the atomic field operator, ful-filling bosonic commutation relations. We have restricted
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the dynamics of the atoms only to the direction x par-allel to the cavity axis by assuming tight confinement ofthe atomics cloud in the transverse directions. We use aBogoliubov expansion of ψˆ(x) [32]
ψˆ(x) =√N0ψˆ0(x) + ∑k>0,σ=±
[ukσ (x)cˆkσ − v∗kσ (x)cˆ†kσ] (31)
where ψˆ0(x) is the condensate wavefunction that satis-fies the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. By assuming a homo-geneous system (we have assumed that the condensatewavefunction is not affected by the coupling to the cavityfield) we can write ψ0(x) = 1/√V . We expand the quan-tum part of the field operator in real Bogoliubov modeswith definite parity
uk+(x) = αk√ 2V cos(kx), uk−(x) = αk
√ 2V sin(kx)
vk+(x) = βk√ 2V cos(kx), vk−(x) = βk
√ 2V sin(kx)
(32)
and
µk =√12
(εk + n0gBEk + sign(µ)
) (µ = α, β) (33)
where n0 = N0/V is the condensate density, gB isthe effective unidimensional atom-atom interaction andsign(α) = −sign(β) = 1. In these expressions, εk =
~2k2/2m and Ek is the Bogoliubov dispersion relationEk =√2εkn0gB + ε2k . Therefore, the atom-cavity inter-action term reads
HˆAC
~U0 = aˆ† aˆ
{N02 +
√2N0V ∑k [αk cˆk+
∫ dx cos2(kcx) cos(kx)
+ αk cˆk− ∫ dx cos2(kcx) sin(kx)
− βk cˆ†k+ ∫ dx cos2(kcx) cos(kx)
−βk cˆ†k− ∫ dx cos2(kcx) sin(kx) + h.c.]} , (34)where we have discarded the negligible quadratic termsin the Bogoliubov expansion. Using the orthogonality ofthe sinusoidal functions, only the even mode cˆ ≡ cˆ2kc+with momentum 2kc survives, so that we finally get
HˆAC = ~U0aˆ† aˆ{N02 +
√2N04 (α2kc − β2kc )(cˆ + cˆ† )
} .(35)
The coupling constant ζ between the cavity and the Bo-goliubov mode depends implicitly on (gB and is given by
ζ = U0√2N04 (α2kc − β2kc ). (36)
Whereas the first term in Eq. (29) embodies a cavity-frequency pull, the second is formally analogous to HˆMCand shows that, under the above working conditions, theBEC dynamics mimics that of a mechanical mode undergo-ing radiation-pressure effects. A similar result, for a BECcoupled to a static cavity, has been found in Ref. [30]. Ourapproach can be extended to include higher-order momen-tum modes in the expansion above.The dynamical equations of the coupled three-mode sys-tem can then be cast into a compact form much along thelines of the approach sketched for a linearised purely op-tomechanical system in Sec. 1. A Langevin-like equationfor the vector of fluctuations of the system’s quadratureoperators φˆTMCA = (δxˆ δyˆ δqˆ δpˆ δQˆ δPˆ) can be easilycast into
∂tφˆMCA = KMCAφˆMCA + NˆMCA, (37)
where we have introduced the noise vector Nˆ T =(√κ(δaˆ†in+aˆin) i√κδ(aˆ†in−aˆin) 0 ξˆ 0 0) and the dynam-ical coupling matrix
KMCA =

−κ ∆ 0 0 0 0−∆ −κ 2χαs 0 −2√2ζαs 00 0 0 1m 0 0
~χαs 0 −mω2m −γ 0 00 0 0 0 0 ω˜−√2ζαs 0 0 0 −ω˜ 0
 .
(38)The evolution of the system depends on a fewcrucial parameters, including the total detuning∆ = ωC−ωL−χqs+√2ζQs+g2N0/2∆a between thecavity and the pump laser. This consists of the steadypull-off term in Eq. (29) as well as both the opto-mechanical contributions proportional to the displacedequilibrium positions of the mechanical and Bogoliubovmodes. These are respectively given by the stationaryvalues qs = ~χα2s /mω2m and Qs= −√2ζα2s /ω˜, whichare in turn determined by the mean intra-cavity fieldamplitude αs = η/√∆2 + κ2. The interlaced nature ofsuch stationary parameters (notice the dependence of αson the detuning) is at the origin of bistability and chaoticeffects [30, 31, 34].Differently from Sec. 1, here it is actually crucial to gothrough the details of the noise-related part of the dy-namics. As done before, we have introduced δaˆin and δaˆ†in
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as zero-average [〈ain(t)〉 = 〈a†in(t)〉 = 0], delta-correlated[〈ain(t)a†in(t′)〉 = δ(t−t′)] operators describing white noiseentering the cavity from the leaky mirror. Dissipation ofthe mechanical mirror energy is, on the other hand, asso-ciated with the decay rate γ and the corresponding zero-mean Langevin-force operator ξˆ(t) having non-Markoviancorrelations (βB = ~/2kBT ) [35]
〈ξˆ(t)ξˆ(t′)〉 = (~γm/2pi)∫ ωe−iω(t−t′)[coth(βBω)+1]dω.(39)Although the non-Markovianity of the mechanical Brow-nian motion could be retained in our approach, for largemechanical quality factors (γ→0), a condition that is metin current experiments on micro-mechanical systems [36],one can take
〈ξˆ(t)ξˆ(t′)〉'[~γm/βB+i∂t ]δ(t−t′) (40)
as in Ref. [35]. As our analysis relies on symmetrizedtwo-time correlators, the antisymmetric part in the aboveexpression, proportional to ∂tδ(t−t′), is ineffective, thusmaking our description fully Markovian. Here we showthat the model above results in an interesting back-actioneffect where the state of the mechanical mode is stronglyintertwined with the BEC. The physical properties of themirror are altered by the cavity-BEC coupling. Evidencesof such interaction, strong enough to inhibit the coolingcapabilities of the radiation-pressure mechanism underscrutiny, are found in the noise properties of the mechan-ical mode.We start considering the modification in the mirror dy-namics due to the coupling to the cavity and indirectly tothe BEC. The Langevin equations are solved in the fre-quency domain, where we should ensure stability of thesolutions. This implies negativity of the real part of theeigenvalues of K. Numerically, we have found that stabil-ity is given for ∆>0 and weak coupling of the mirror andthe BEC to the cavity, i.e. for {χ√~/mωm, ζ}κ, whichare conditions fulfilled throughout this section. We findthe mirror displacement
δqˆ(ω) = [AM (ω)δyˆin(ω) + BM (ω)δxˆin(ω) + CM (ω)ξˆ(ω)],(41)with
AM (ω) = B (ω)∆κ − iω = −~χαs
√2κ∆dM (ω) ,CM (ω) = − (ω2−ω˜2)[(κ−iω)2+∆2]+4ω˜∆α2s ζ2dM (ω)
(42)
and dM (ω) that is related to the effective susceptibilityfunction of the mechanical mode.Let us now get into the detailed procedure for the deriva-tion of the mechanical and atomic density noise spectra(DNSs) and the full expressions for the associated sus-ceptibility functions. For a generic operator Oˆ(ω) in the
frequency domain, the DNS is defined as
SO(ω) = 14pi
∫ dΩe−i(ω+Ω)t〈Oˆ(ω)Oˆ(Ω)+Oˆ(Ω)Oˆ(ω)〉.(43)
By transforming the Langevin equations and solving themin the frequency domain, one can use the correlations [37]
〈ξˆ(ω)ξˆ(Ω)〉 = 2pi~γmω[1 + coth(βKω)]δ(ω + Ω),〈δxˆin(ω)δxˆin(Ω)〉 = 〈δyˆin(ω)δyˆin(Ω)〉 = 2piδ(ω + Ω),〈δxˆin(ω)δyˆin(Ω)〉 = −〈δyˆin(ω)δxˆin(Ω)〉 = 2piiδ(ω + Ω),(44)to write the DNS of the mechanical mode as
Sq(ω,∆) = ∣∣∣∣φ(ω,∆)dM (ω)
∣∣∣∣2 [Srp(ω,∆) + Sth(ω)] (45)
where Srp(ω,∆) is the radiation-pressure contribution,modified by the atomic coupling to the cavity field,Sth(ω,∆) is the thermal part of the DNS, proportional to(βBω)−1 while the ratio φ(ω)/dM (ω) is related, as we showhere, to the effective susceptibility of the mechanical mode.Explicitly
Srp(ω,∆) = 2κ~2α2sχ2(∆2 + κ2 + ω2)∆4 + 2∆2(κ2 − ω2) + (κ2 + ω2)2 ,Sth(ω) = ~γmω coth(βBω) ' ~γm/βB,dM (ω) = 2~∆α2sχ2(ω2 − ω˜2) +m(ω2−ω2m+iγω)φ(ω,∆)(46)with φ(ω,∆) = 4∆α2s ζ2ω˜ + [∆2 + (κ − iω)2](ω2 − ω˜2). Wecall η(ω,∆) = φ(ω,∆)/dM (ω) the effective susceptibilityfunction of the mechanical mode, which can thus be writtenas
η(ω,∆) = − [m(ω2 − ω2m + iγω) + 2~∆α2sχ2(ω2 − ω˜2)φ(ω,∆)
]−1 .(47)Our task here is to write η(ω,∆) as the susceptibility ofa fictitious harmonic oscillator characterized by frequencyωeff and a damping rate γeff , that is
ηeff (ω) = − 1m(ω2 − ω2eff + iγeffm) . (48)
By equating real and imaginary parts of Eqs. (47)and (48), one easily gets the dependence of the effec-tive frequency and damping rate on ∆ and the opto-mechanical/atomic coupling strengths. These read
ωeff =√ω2m − µr(ω,∆), γeff = γ + µi(ω,∆)/ω, (49)
where we have introduced
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Figure 10. (a)-(d): The effective frequency ωeff /ωm is plotted against the detuning ∆/κ ∈ [0, 5] for the parameters used in the letter. Panel (a)
corresponds to ω ' 0 and well represents the trend of this quantity up to ω/ωm ∼ 0.6. Panels (b)-(d) are for ω/ωm = 0.7, 0.8 and0.9, respectively. The (dashed) red curve is for a coupled BEC with ω˜ ' ωm and ζ = 100Hz. The (solid) blue line is for an empty
optomechanical cavity. (e)-(h): The effective damping rate γeff /ωm is plotted against the detuning ∆/κ ∈ [0, 1] for the parameters used
in the letter. Panel (e) corresponds to ω ' 0 and well represents the trend up ω/ωm ∼ 0.6. Panels (f )-(h) show are for ω/ωm = 0.7, 0.8
and 0.9, respectively. The (dashed) red curve is for a coupled BEC with ω˜ ' ωm and ζ = 100Hz. The (solid) blue line is for an empty
optomechanical cavity.
µr(ω,∆) = 2~∆χ2α2s (ω2 − ω˜2)[(∆2 + κ2 − ω2)(ω2 − ω˜2) + 4∆ω˜ζ2α2s ]m{[∆4 + 2∆2(κ2 − ω2) + (κ2 + ω2)2](ω2 − ω˜2)2 + 8ω˜∆ζ2α2s [(∆2 + κ2 − ω2)(ω2 − ω˜2) + 2ω˜∆ζ2α2s ]} ,µi(ω,∆) = 4~κ∆χ2α2s (ω2 − ω˜2)2m{[∆4 + 2∆2(κ2 − ω2) + (κ2 + ω2)2](ω2 − ω˜2)2 + 8ω˜∆ζ2α2s [(∆2 + κ2 − ω2)(ω2 − ω˜2) + 2ω˜∆ζ2α2s ]} .
(50)
In Figs. 10 we show the behaviour of the effectivedetuning-dependent mechanical frequency and dampingrate. A it can be appreciated from Eqs. (49) and (50),such quantities also depend on the value of the frequencyω at which we probe the response of the system. Underthe operating conditions used in our work, the couplingwith the atomic subsystem determines an enhancementof the optical spring effect undergone by the mechanicalmode under radiation pressure coupling. In the region ofthe frequency space associated with ω ≤ ωm, where thered-shift of the mechanical frequency is expected [37], theeffective frequency at ζ 6= 0 is smaller than the valuecorresponding to an empty cavity. On the contrary, theeffective damping rate is much larger than for an emptycavity. This analysis provides detailed information on theway the system respond to the set of mode couplings en-tailed by the physical configuration that we are exploringand embodies a useful characterisation of the modificationundergone by the key features of the mechanical mode.
We now compute the density noise spectrum of δqˆ(ω).Using the correlation properties of the input and Browniannoise operators, after a little algebra one gets
Sq(ω) = ∑J=A,B |JM (ω)|2 + ~γm [1+coth(βBω)] |CM (ω)|2.(51)Some interesting features emerge from the study of Sq(ω).In Fig. 11 we compare the case of an empty opto-mechanical cavity [panel (a)] and one where a weakcoupling with the atomic Bogoliubov mode of frequencyω˜ = ωm is included [panel (b)]. For an empty cavity, themechanical-mode spectrum is obviously identical to whathas been found in Ref. [37] (the use of that case as amilestone in our quantitative study motivates the choiceof the parameters used throughout this work). Both theoptical spring effect in a detuned optical cavity and acooling/heating mechanism are evident: height, width andpeak-frequency of Sq(ω) change with the detuning ∆. At∆ ' κ/2 optimal cooling is achieved with a considerableshrink in the height of the spectrum. However, as soon as
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the Bogoliubov modes enter the dynamics, major modifi-cations appear. The optical spring effect is magnified (thered-shift of the peak frequency of Sq(ω) is larger than atζ = 0) and a secondary structure appears in the spectrum,unaffected by any change of ∆. Such a structure is a sec-ond Lorentzian peak centered in ω'ωm and is a signatureof the back-action induced by the atoms on the the mir-ror, an effect that comes from a three-mode coupling and,as discussed later, is determined by ω˜ and ζ . In fact, bystudying the dependence of Sq(ω) on the frequency of theBogoliubov mode, we see that the secondary peak identi-fied above is centered at ω˜. For ζ  χ√~/(mωm), i.e. forweak back-action from the atomic mode onto the mechan-ical one, the signature of the former in the spectrum of thelatter is small. A quantitative assessment reveals, in fact,that it only consists of a tiny structure subjected to neg-ligible detuning-induced changes. The picture changesfor ω˜ close to the mechanical frequency. In this case, asseen in Fig. 11 (b), the influence of the atomic mediumis considerable and present at any value of ∆. Whilethe mechanical mode experiences enhanced optical springeffect (as easily seen by looking at the effective suscep-tibility of the mechanical mode), the secondary structurepersists even at ∆∼κ/2, the working point that for ourchoice of parameters optimizes the mechanical cooling atempty cavity. However, as demonstrated later on, herethe strong optical spring effect is not accompanied by aneffective mechanical cooling.A better understanding is provided by studying Sq(ω,∆)against the atomic opto-mechanical rate ζ [cfr. Fig. 12(a)]. At the optimal empty-cavity detuning and for ω˜ ' ωm,both the effects highlighted above are clearly seen: thecontribution of the secondary structure centered at ω˜grows with ζ due to the increasing atomic back-actionwhile a large red-shift and shrinking of the mechanical-mode contribution to the DNS shows the enhanced spring
(a) (b)
Figure 11. (a) DNS Sq(ω,∆) for an empty cavity against ∆ and ω forL = 25mm,m = 15ng, ωm/2pi = 275KHz, γ = ωm/Q withQ = 105 and T = 300K and κ ' 5MHz. The pumping
light has wavelength 1064nm and input powerR = 4mW.
The DNS is rescaled to its value at ω = ωm and ∆ =0. (b) We include the effects of the atomic coupling by
taking ω˜ = ωm and ζ ' 0.7χ√~/(mωm).
effect. An intuitive explanation for all this comes from tak-ing a normal-mode description, where the diagonalizationof Hˆ passes through the introduction of new modes thatare linear combinations of the mechanical and Bogoliubovone. The weight of the latter increases with ζ , thus deter-mining a strong influence of the atomic part of the systemover the noise properties of the mechanical mode.The consequences of the atomic back-action are not re-stricted to the effects highlighted above. Strikingly, thecoupling between the atomic medium and the cavity fieldacts as a switch for the cooling experienced by the me-chanical mode in an empty cavity [cfr. Fig. 12 (b)]. Thatis, the coupling to the collective oscillations of the atomicdensity is crucial in determining the number of thermalexcitations in the state of the mechanical mode, regu-lating the mean energy of the cavity end-mirror. A wayto clearly see it is to consider the effective temperatureTeff = 〈U〉/kB , where
〈U〉 = 12mω2m〈δqˆ2〉+ 〈δpˆ2〉2m (52)
is the mean energy of the mechanical mode. 〈U〉 is exper-imentally easily determined by measuring just the areaunderneath Sq(ω,∆), as acquired by a spectrum analyzer.In fact, we have 〈δrˆ2〉 = ∫ dωSr(ω,∆) (r = q, p) withSp(ω,∆) = m2ω2mSq(ω,∆). Such temperature-regulatingmechanism is explained in terms of a simple thermody-namic argument. The exchange of excitations behind pas-sive mechanical cooling [37, 38] occurs at the optical side-band centered at ωm. When the frequency of the Bo-goliubov mode does not match this sideband, mirror andcavity field interact with only minimum disturbance fromthe BEC. Thus, mechanical cooling occurs as in an emptycavity: even for relatively large values of ζ the cooling ca-pabilities of the detuned opto-mechanical process are, forall practical purposes, unaffected [see Fig. 12 (b)]. How-ever, by tuning ω˜ on resonance with the relevant opticalsideband, we introduce a well-source mechanism for therecycling of phonons extracted from the mechanical modeand transferred to the cavity field. The BEC can now ab-sorb some excitations taken from the mirror by the field,thus acting as a phononic well and release them into thefield at a frequency matched with ωm. The mirror cantake the excitations back, as in the presence of a phononicsource: thermodynamical equilibrium is established at atemperature set by ζ . For strong atomic back-action, themirror does not experience any cooling [Fig. 12 (b)].Analogously, one finds the atomic DNS associated withthe position-like operator of the Bogoliubov mode, whichreads
δQˆ(ω) = AA(ω)δyˆin(ω) + BA(ω)δxˆin(ω) + CA(ω)ξˆ(ω) (53)
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 12. (a) DNS of the mechanical mode against ω and ζ for ω˜'ωm and ∆ = κ/2. The structure centered at ωm and with amplitude growing
with ζ is due to atomic back-action. Inset: same plot for ω˜ = 0.8ωm. Similar but less important features are found away from the
resonance betwen mechanical and atomic mode. (b) Temperature of the mechanical mode against ∆/κ. Solid (Dashed) lines are forω˜ = 0.1ωm (ω˜'ωm). (c) SQ (ω,∆) for ω˜'ωm and ζ = 50Hz.
with
AA(ω) = ∆B (ω)ω˜(κ−iω) = 2iαsζ∆
√κωdA (iγω+ω2−ω2m),
CA(ω) = −2√2iα2s∆ζχωω˜mdA
(54)
and dA being rather lengthy. The spectrum SQ(ω,∆),which is easily determined using the appropriate input-noise correlation functions, is sketched in Fig. 13. Clearly,in light of the formal equivalence of Eq. (29) with a radia-tion pressure mechanism, by setting up the proper workingpoint, the BEC should undergo a cooling dynamics similarto the one experienced by the mirror. The starting tem-perature of the Bogoliubov mode depends on the valuestaken by ω˜ and ζ . At ζ = 0, regardless of the atomic-mode frequency, its effective temperature is very low, asit should be. For a set value of ζ , the temperature arisesas ω˜→ ωm. The conditions of our investigations are suchthat weak coupling between the BEC and the cavity fieldare kept, in a way so as to make the Bogoliubov expansionvalid and rigorous. The mutually-induced back-action atthe center of our discussion is clearly visible in Figs. 12(c) and 13, where features similar to those present in themechanical DNS appear. For χ = 0, the atomics DNSat ω˜ = ωm starts from zero (at ζ = 0) and experiencesred shifts and shrinking as the effective opto-mechanicalcoupling rate grows. Having switched off the coupling be-tween the mechanical mode and the field, the spectrumis single-peaked. This is not the case for χ 6= 0 wherea secondary structure appears, similar to the one in themechanical DNS. The splitting between mechanical andatomic contributions to SQ(ω, κ/2) grows with χ , a sign ofthe mechanically-enhanced effect felt by the atomic mode.
3. Hybrid optomechanical entanglement
and its revelation
The faithful direct inference of quantum properties of partsof the device that we have addressed in the previous Sec-tion is not a simple task to accomplish. This difficultyindeed extends to any mescoscopic/macroscopic systemconsisting of many interacting parts. Such difficulty pairsup with the current lack of stringent and certifiable theo-retical (and experimentally verifiable) criteria for non clas-sicality to make the inference of quantumness at largescales a daunting problem.A possible way to get around the problem is the design oftechniques to indirectly probing the system of interest bycoupling it to fully controllable detection devices [23, 39].It has spurred interest in designing techniques for theextraction of information from noisy or only partial data-sets gathered through observations of the detection sys-tem. The main problem in such an approach is embodiedby the set of extra assumptions that one has to make onthe mechanisms to test and the retrodictive nature of theclaims that can be made. In fact, one can a posterioriinterpret a data-set and infer the properties of a systemthat is difficult to address by post-processing the outcomesof a few measurements. However, this requires assumingknowledge of the working principles of the effect that wewant to probe.In this sense, it would be highly desirable to conceive in-direct detection strategies providing a faithful picture ofthe property to test by, for instance, “copying” it onto thedetection device, which would then be subjected to a di-rect estimate process. By focussing on the same hybridoptomechanical device described in the previous Section,comprising an atomic, mechanical and optical mode, wepropose a diagnostic tool for entanglement that operatesalong the lines of such desiderata. We show that the en-
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Figure 13. Panels (a) to (c): SQ (ω, κ/2) against ω and ζ for χ = kωC /2L (k = 0, 1, 2). The atomic and mechanical part of the spectrum are clearly
splitted.
tanglement established between the mechanical and op-tical modes by the means of radiation-pressure couplingcan indeed be “written" into the light-atom subsystem anddirectly read from it by means of standard, experimentallyfriendly homodyning. Our analysis goes further to revealthat such a possibility arises from the non-trivial entan-glement sharing properties of the system at hand, which isindeed genuinely tripartite entangled. Very interestingly,we find that while any bipartite entanglement is bound todisappear at very low temperature, the multipartite con-tent persists longer against the operating conditions, asa result of entanglement monogamy relations. Our ana-lytical characterization considers all the relevant sourcesof detrimental effects in the system, is explicitly designedto be readily implemented in the lab and provides a firststep into the assessment of multipartite entanglement ina macro-scale quantum system of enormous experimentalinterest.It is also worth stressing that, although our model shares,at first sight, some similarities with the one consideredin Ref. [40], it is distinctively different. First, the atomicmedia utilised in the two cases are different, with Ref. [40]considering the bosonised version of the collective-spinoperator of an atomic ensemble. Second, the resultingcoupling Hamiltonians are built from quite distinct physi-cal mechanisms. Third, the working conditions to be usedin the two models in order to achieve interesting struc-tures of shared quantum correlations are very different.We will comment on this latter point later.In this Section we focus on the steady-state featuresof the system and analyse the behaviour of stationaryentanglement. The main tool of our assessment is thesteady-state covariance matrix VMCA, which satisfies aLyapunov equation analogous to Eq. (9) with the replace-ments VMC → VMCA, KMC → KMCA, and DMC → DMCA.with DMCA = diag[κ, κ, 0, γ(2n¯+1), 0, 0] (55)
and, as before, n the mean phonon number of themechanical state. We quantify the entanglement be-
tween any two modes α and β (α, β = A,M,C ) usingthe logarithmic negativity of the reduced states Eαβ =max[0,− ln 2ναβ ] [16] with ναβ the smallest symplecticeigenvalue of the the matrix V′αβ = PVαβP and Vαβ thereduced covariance matrix of modes α and β with elements(Vαβ )ij .
3.1. Bipartite entanglement
Here we analyze the stationary entanglement in the threepossible bipartitions of the system. Let us start with thesymmetric situation where Ω = ωm and where the cavity-mirror coupling equals the cavity-atoms coupling (ζ = χ).We always restrict ourselves to a stable regime for the lin-ear Langevin system. In this case and for very low initialtemperature of the mechanical mode (we take T = 10µK),we find that entanglement is generated in the stationarystate between the Bogoliubov mode and the cavity fieldas well within the field-mechanical mode subsystem. Dueto the symmetric coupling EAC is very similar to EMC ,as shown in Fig. 14 (a)-(b). This provides an interest-ing diagnostic tool: the inaccessibility of the mirror modemakes the inference of the optomechanical entanglementa hard task needing cleverly designed, although experi-mentally challenging, indirect methods [14, 23]. However,in light of the recent demonstration of controllability ofintra-cavity atomic systems [30, 41], we can think of in-ferring the pure optomechanical entanglement simply bymeasuring the more accessible correlations between theoptical field and the Bogoliubov mode. In the range of pa-rameters considered here, the mirror-atoms entanglementEAM is always zero. This is in contrast with the resultsin Ref. [40], where the emergence of EAM is due to theuse of an effective negative detuning that regulates thefree evolution of the collective atomic quadrature. In ourcase, such evolution is ruled by the frequency Ω, whichis always positive. Therefore, the two models can accessquite different regions of the parameter-space. In turn, thisimplies that, while our system does not allow for hybridatom-mirror entanglement, Genes et al. in Ref. [40] did
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Figure 14. (a) Logarithmic negativity EAC against ∆ (in units of ωm/2pi = 3×106s−1) and the cavity-mirror coupling rate χ . (b) Same as in panel(a) but for EMC . We have taken T = 10µK, mechanical quality factor 3×104, m = 50ng, R = 50mW, cavity finesse F = 104 and ζ = χ .
The cavity decay rate is given by κ = pic/2LF where c is the speed of light and the cavity length is L = 1mm (c) Comparison betweenEAC (solid) and EMC (dotted) against T for ∆ = 2ωm and χ = 100s−1. Other parameters are as in (a).
not achieve the symmetric EMC = EAC situation revealedabove.We now study how EAC and EMC decay with T . Theresults plotted in Fig. 14 (c) show that the two entangle-ments are indistinguishable and therefore the BEC canstill be used as an entanglement probe. As expectedthe entanglement decays when increasing the environmenttemperature and disappears for T > 0.1mK. Higher crit-ical temperatures for the disappearance of entanglementare found for larger cavity quality factors and more intensepumps. We consider two different regimes, where we relaxthe symmetric conditions between the mirror and the Bo-goliubov mode. In the first situation, we take ωm = ω˜ andvary the coupling rates. In the second, we take symmetriccouplings ζ = χ and change the frequencies. For ωm = ω˜,EAC and EMC are strongly affected by the change in ζ andχ . As shown in Fig. 15 (a), EAC grows continuously forlarger ζ while EMC decreases slightly. In this regime, itis clear that small inaccuracies of the ratio ζ/χ do not af-fect the mirror-cavity entanglement, therefore confirmingthe role of the BEC as a minimal disturbance probe. Amore involved situation occurs when we keep ωm fixed andchange ω˜. We take T = 1µK, cavity finesse F = 4×104and find a sharp peak at ω˜ = ωm where EMC = EAC , see[Fig. 15 (b)]. While EMC increases slowly with Ω/ωm (theBogoliubov mode goes out of resonance from the cavityand decouples from the rest of the system), EAC reachesits maximum at ω˜/ωm ≈ 2. These results show that bychanging the Bogoliubov frequency, for example varyingthe longitudinal trapping frequency, the BEC acts as aswitch for the mirror-cavity entanglement, inhibiting orenhancing it.
3.2. Genuine multipartite entanglement
We now study the existence of genuine multipartite entan-glement in our system by looking at the logarithmic neg-ativity in each one-vs-two-mode bipartition. According to
Ref. [42], if in a tripartite state all such bipartitions areinseparable, genuine multipartite entanglement is shared.For the systems at hand, we indeed find inseparabilityof the bipartitions A|MC , M|AC and C |AM [see Fig. 15(c)], which strongly confirms the presence of tripartite en-tanglement up to very high temperatures. Evidently, mul-tipartite entanglement persists up to T ∼ 0.01K, whichis much larger than the critical one for the disappear-ance of bipartite entanglement (∼ 8× 10−5K). Such a re-sult spurs the quantitative study of the genuine tripartite-entanglement content of the overall state [43, 44]. For puremultipartite states, this is based on monogamy inequal-ities valid for the squared logarithmic negativity, whichturns out to be a proper entanglement monotone. Formixed states, the convex-roof extension of such a mea-sure is required, albeit restricted to the class of Gaussianstates. More explicitly, we aim at determining [44]
Gtri = minΠ(ijk)[Gi|jk−Gi|j−Gi|k ] (56)
with Gi|j the convex roof of the squared logarithmic nega-tivity for the i-vs-j bipartition of a system and Π(ijk) thepermutation of indices i, j, k = A,M,C . More explicitly,given a (generally mixed) Gaussian state with covariancematrix σ , we have
G(σ ) = inf (Epi|j )2 = infσp≤σ(Epi|j )2 (57)
with (Epi|j )2 the squared logarithmic negativity of a pureGaussian state with covariance matrix σp whose eigen-values are all smaller or equal than those of σ , which isthe covariance matrix of the state to assess, and z theaverage value of quantity z. In general, the evaluation ofGtri is very demanding. However, for ωm = Ω and χ = ζ ,the covariance matrix V is symmetric under the permuta-tion of A and M , which greatly simplifies the calculations:
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Figure 15. (a) Logarithmic negativity EAC (solid) and EMC (dashed) against ζ/χ for ∆ = 2ωm. Other parameters are as in Fig. 14. (b) We show EAC
(line) and EMC (dashed) against ω˜/ωm. The inset shows the entanglement functions around ω˜ = ωm for T = 1µK and F = 4×104. (c)
We show Ei|jk (i, j, k = A,M,C ) and the genuine tripartite entanglement Gtri against T for ω˜ = ωm and χ = ζ. We have EA|MC = EM|AC
(solid), EC |AM (dashed) and Gtri (dot-dashed). Other parameters as in panels (a) and (b).
The residual tripartite entanglement can be thus deter-mined against the effects of T , showing a non monotonicbehaviour. To understand this, we take i = C , j = Mand k = A (any other combination could be considered).Similar to EAC and EMC , GC |A,M decays very quickly asT increases, thus biasing the competition between GC |MAand GC |A +GC |M . Analogously to EC |AM , GC |A +GC |M de-creases very slowly with T , thus determining an overallincrease of the residual entanglement. However, as T israised further, the system tends toward two-mode bisep-arability and any tripartite entanglement is washed out[see Fig. 15 (c)].
3.3. Probing experimentally the stationary entangle-
mentWe can now discuss the direct observation of the entangle-ment between the Bogoliubov mode and the cavity field.The idea is to shine the BEC with a probe laser in a stand-ing wave configuration [45] such that the laser beam formsa small angle with respect to the cavity axis, as sketchedin Fig. 16. For an off-resonant probe field with polariza-tion perpendicular to that of the primary cavity field, theadditional Hamiltonian term reads
HˆP = ~ [∆P+UP ∫ d3r cos2(kcx+kzz)Ψˆ†Ψˆ] aˆ†P aˆP , (58)
where ∆P is the detuning of the probe field from the pump-ing laser, aˆP is the corresponding annihilation operator,UP = g2P /∆AP is the light-atom coupling constant, kz isthe wave-vector of the probing field along a direction or-thogonal to the cavity axis and Ψˆ is the condensate fieldoperator. For a BEC strongly confined in the plane or-thogonal to the cavity axis, we can neglect excitations oftransverse modes and factorize the field operator as
Ψ = ψ(x)f (y)f (z), (59)
where f (y) is a function peaked around the cavity axis andcharacterized by a width σ . We then expand ψ(x) as [32]
ψ(x) =√N0ψ0(x)+ ∑k>0,σ=±[ukσ (x)ckσ−v∗kσ (x)c†kσ ]. (60)
We assume that the width of the BEC in the transversedirection is much smaller than the periodicity of the probefield along the z direction. This implies that transverseexcitations are suppressed. Neglecting terms O(k2z σ 2) weget
HˆAP ' ~(∆P + N0UP2 +ζPQˆ
) aˆ†P aˆP − i~ηP (aˆP − aˆ†P ),(61)
-
-
probing field
local oscillator
semi-reflecting
mirror
local
oscillator
Figure 16. Sketch of the detection scheme. The probe field has
the same periodicity of the cavity field. It impinges on
a semi-reflecting mirror, creating a standing wave. Part
of the probe light is transmitted and then measured with
the output light of the cavity.
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where ζP is the same as ζ with U0→UP . The Langevinequation for the probe field reads
∂t aˆP = ηP−i [∆P+N0UP2 + ζPQˆ
] aˆP+√2κaˆPin−κaˆP .(62)Assuming again an intense pump field, the steady inten-sity of the probe field is |αP |2 = η2P /(∆˜2P + κ2P ), where
∆˜P = ∆P+UPN02 +ζPQs. (63)
We also assume that ζP  Ω, ζ and αP  αS . Theequation of motion for the fluctuations of the probe fieldis
∂tδaˆP = −i∆˜PδaˆP−iζPαpδQˆ+√2κδaˆPin−κPδaˆP . (64)
In order to map the Bogoliuobov mode onto the probe field,following the same technique as in Ref. [14], we choose∆˜P = Ω  κP , ζPαP . The equations of motion for theslowly varying variables ˆ˜o(t) = eiΩt oˆ(t) thus read
∂tδ ˆ˜a = −i ζPαP√2 ˆ˜c+√2κδ ˆ˜aPin−κPδ ˆ˜aP . (65)
If the decay of the probe cavity is faster than the dy-namics of the Bogoliubov modes, the probe field followsadiabatically the dynamics of the latter. Using the cavityinput-output relations [46] we get
δ ˆ˜aPout = −i ζPαP√κP ˆ˜c+δ ˆ˜aPin (66)
which shows how the Bogoliubov mode is mapped ontothe output probe field. To measure the entanglement be-tween the field of the primary cavity and the Bogoliubovmode one can homodyne the cavity field and rotate thequadrature of the probe. Analogously, one could map qˆonto a further field so that the light-matter correlationsare changed into amenable light-light ones [14].
4. Embedding optimal control in hybrid
quantum optomechanicsHaving proven the possibility offered by hybridisation forthe observation of entanglement in a BEC-assisted cavityoptomechanical setting, we now explore a route for over-coming the limitations enforced by a steady-state analy-sis. In particular, we are interested in discussing whetheror not it is possible to observe entanglement between theBEC and the mechanical system during the short-time dy-namics of the overall device.
In order to assess this problem, here we review a proposalfor the active driving control of the hybrid system hereat hand realized by time-modulating the intensity of thedriving field. Inspired by recent works on the control ofoptomechanical devices [24, 47], we show that by usinga monochromatic modulation, entanglement between twomesoscopic systems, the mirror and the BEC, can be cre-ated and controlled [48]. Furthermore, by borrowing ideasfrom the theory of optimal control [49] we show that, withrespect to the unmodulated case, we achieve a sixfold im-provement in the degree of generated entanglement. Weinterpret such performance in terms of the occurrence ofa special resonance at which the building up of entan-glement is favored. This strongly suggests the viabilityof the optimal control-empowered manipulation of openmesoscopic systems for the achievement of strong quan-tum effects, even in the hybrid context, of which the systemthat we study is a significant representative.
4.1. Time-resolved entanglement in the hybrid systemIn Ref. [50] and in the previous Section, the stationaryentanglement within the hybrid optomechanical systemhas been considered. Here we focus on the dynamicalregime where the evolution of the entanglement is re-solved in time. We consider the fully symmetric regimeencompassed by equal frequencies for the Bogoliubov andmechanical modes (i.e. ωb = ωm) and identical couplingstrengths in the bipartite cavity-mirror and cavity-atomsubsystems (that is, we take ζ = χ). We are particu-larly interested in the emergence of atom-mirror entangle-ment at short interaction times. The analysis conducted inSec. (3) has shown it to be absent at the steady state [50].However, this might not well be the case for the time-resolved dynamics of the system, which can be assessedby using the dynamical version of Eq. (9), much along thelines of Eq. (8)
V˙MCA = KMCAVMCA + VMCAKTMCA + DMCA. (67)
Eq. (67) is solved assuming the initial conditionsVMCA(0) = diag[1, 1, 2n¯+1, 2n¯+1, 1, 1]/2, which describesthe vacuum state of both the cavity field and the BEC modeand the thermal state of the mechanical system. Physical-ity of the covariance matrix has been thoroughly checkedby considering the fulfilment of the Heisenberg-Robinsonuncertainty principle and checking that the minimum sym-plectic eigenvalue νMCA = min eig(iωVMCA) is such that|νMCA| ≥ 12 (we have used the 6 × 6 symplectic matrixω = ⊕3j=1iσy with σy the y-Pauli matrix). Using again thelogarithmic negativity we find that the atom-mirror entan-glement EMA(t), whose time evolution is shown in Fig. 17(a) for different values of the effective detuning ∆, gradu-
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Figure 17. (a) Entanglement EMA(t) between mirror and atoms against κt and ∆/ωm. (b) Same as panel (a) for ECM (t) = ECA(t). Parameters:ωm/2pi = 3 × 106s−1; T = 10µK; Q = 3 × 104; m = 50ng, R = 50mW, cavity finesse F = 104, and ζ = χ ; cavity length is 1mm from
which κ = pic/2LF can be determined (c is the speed of light).
ally develops and reaches its peak value as the cavity-atom and cavity-mirror entanglement drop to a quasi-stationary value. As no direct atom-mirror interaction ex-ists in this system, mediation through the cavity mode es-sentially results in a delay: quantum correlations betweenthe atoms (the mirror) and the cavity mode must buildup before any atom-mirror correlation can appear. Thisis clearly shown in Fig. 17 (b), where ECM (t) = ECA(t)reach their maximum well before EMA(t) starts to grow.The atom-mirror entanglement is non-zero only within avery short time window, signalling the fragility of the en-tanglement resulting from only a second-order interactionbetween the BEC and the cavity end-mirror. These resultsgo far beyond the limitations of the steady-state analysisconducted in Sec. 3 and Ref. [50], and prove the existenceof a regime where all the reductions obtained by tracingout one of the modes from the overall system are insep-arable, a situation that is typical only of a time-resolvedpicture.
4.2. Optimal control of the early-time entanglement
We now consider the effects of time-modulating the ex-ternal pump power R, which is now considered a functionof time. In turn, this implies that we now take η → η(t)and study the time behaviour of the entanglement EMA setbetween the atoms and the mirror. We will show that aproperly optimised η(t) can increase the maximum value ofEMA(t) for values of t within the same time interval τ whereatom-mirror entanglement has been shown to emerge inthe unmodulated case. We assume to vary η(t) slowly intime, so that the classical mean values φs adiabaticallyfollow the change in η(t). This approximation is valid aslong as the number of intra-cavity photons is large enoughto retain the validity of the linearization procedure andthe time-variation of η(t) is slow compared to the time
taken by the mean values to reach their stationary values.For all cases considered here we have verified the valid-ity of such assumptions. The dynamics of the covariancematrix is thus still governed by Eq. (67) with the replace-ment K → K(t). In the following, we use the value of∆ = 2.7ωm which maximises the short time entanglementEMA.Inspired by the techniques for dynamical optimization pro-posed in [49], we call η0 the unmodulated value of η andtake
η(t) = η0 + jmax∑j=1 [Aj cos(ωj t) + Bj sin(ωj t)] , (68)
where ωj = 2pij/τ + δj are the harmonics and δj is asmall random shift. The coefficients Aj and Bj are chosenin a way that the total energy brought in by the time-modulated field is the same as the one associated withthe unmodulated case. We then set the time-window sothat τ = 3.4κ−1, when we observe the maximum value ofEMA in the unmodulated instance. The other parametersare as in Fig. 17. We then look for the parameters Aj andBj that maximise the value of EMA(τ) for a given set of ran-dom shifts δj . We use standard optimisation routines tofind a (local) maximum of EMA(τ). We repeat the searchof the optimal coefficients for different values of δj andtake the overall maximum. The corresponding results arepresented in Fig. 18 (a), where we show the optimal mod-ulation η(t) and the optimal EMA(t). These findings arealso compared to the case without modulation. The maxi-mum value attained in the interval [0; τ ] is EMA(t) ' 0.05which is 2.5 times larger than the case without modula-tion, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach.
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Figure 18. (a) Entanglement dynamics EMA(t) (dashed line) with the optimal laser intensity modulation η(t) (solid line). The entanglement EMA(t)
for constant η(t) = η0 is also shown (dashed-dotted line). (b) Dynamics of the cavity-mirror and cavity-atoms entanglement ECM,CA
(solid line) and atoms-mirror entanglement EMA (dashed line) for Σ = Σ¯ ∼ 0.79κ. Inset: Maximum EMA for long times with a periodic
modulation as a function of the frequency Σ. (c) Optimal periodic modulation η(t) (solid line) for one period of time 2pi/Σ¯ compared to
the monochromatic modulation (dashed line).
4.3. Periodic modulation: long time entanglement
In the two situations analyzed so far [constant laser inten-sity η and optimally modulated η(t)], the atom-mirror en-tanglement EMA(t) is destined to disappear at long times.A complementary approach based on a periodic modula-tion of the laser intensity η(t) was used in the pure op-tomechanical setting [24] to increase the long-time light-mirror entanglement. Here we use a similar approachby assuming the monochromatic modulation of the laser-cavity coupling η(t) = η′′0 +η′0 [1− sin(Σt)], where Σ is thefrequency of the harmonic modulation, η′0 = 4η′′0 = η0/2,η0 being the same constant coupling parameter taken be-fore. These choices ensure that the approximations usedin the dynamical analysis are valid. After the transientdynamics, the covariance matrix and, in turn, EMA(t) be-come periodic functions of time. In order to achieve thebest possible performance at long times, we compute themaximum of EMA(t) after the transient behaviour, scanningthe values of Σ. The result is shown in Fig. 18 (b) (in-set) revealing a sharp resonance with a maximum value ofEMA ' 0.12 for Σ = Σ¯ ∼ 0.79κ (no further peak appearsbeyond this interval). This arises as a result of the ef-fective interaction between atoms and mirror mediated bythe cavity field. As shown in Fig. 17 (a) the entanglementdynamics strongly depend on the effective detuning givingrise to such optimal behaviour. Similar results have alsobeen observed in Ref. [24].The analysis of the evolution of ECM(CA) and EMA, shownin the main panel of Fig. 18 (b), reveals that while ECM(CA)develops very quickly due to the direct cavity-atoms andcavity-mirror couplings, EMA grows in a longer time lapse,during which the cavity disentangles from the dynamics.The quasi-asymptotic value achieved by EMA reveals a six-fold increase with respect to the unmodulated case. Thisbehaviour is worth commenting as it strengthens our in-
tuition that any atom-mirror entanglement has to resultfrom a process that effectively couples such subsystems,bypassing any mechanism giving rise to multipartite en-tanglement within the overall system. Finally, we discussthe results achieved in the long time case by adopting anoptimal-control technique similar to the one used for en-hancing the short time entanglement. We have consideredthe periodic modulation of the intensity at the frequencyΣ¯ given by
η(t) = η′′0+η′0 [1− nmax∑n=1 An sin(nΣ¯t) + Bn cos(nΣ¯t)
] , (69)
and looked for the coefficients {An, Bn} optimizing EMA(t)at long times with the power constraint: ∑nmaxn=1 (A2n+B2n) ≤1, ensuring that no instability is introduced in the dynam-ics of the overall system. In our simulation, nmax = 8 hasbeen taken to limit the complexity of the modulated sig-nal. The resulting optimal coefficients give the periodicmodulation shown in Fig. 18 (c) and a maximum entan-glement EMA ' 0.17 which is about 30% larger than theresults obtained for the monochromatic modulation. Thisdemonstrates the powerful nature of our scheme. Our ex-tensive multiple-harmonic analysis is able to outperformquite significantly the single-frequency driving schemeaddressed above and discussed in Ref. [24], proving strik-ingly the sub-optimality of the monochromatic modulation,both at short and, surprisingly, at long times of the sys-tem dynamics. This legitimates experimental efforts di-rected towards the use of time-modulated driving signalsfor the optimal control of the hybrid mesoscopic systemsaddressed here and similar ones based, for instance, onthe use of a vibrating membrane [51] or a levitated nano-sphere [52] instead of the BEC.It should be noted that an adiabatic approach is usedin Ref. [24] to find an effective Hamiltonian. When per-
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formed in our hybrid optomechnical scheme, such tech-nique would remove the dynamics of the Bogoliubov modesof the atomic subsystem.
4.4. Robustness to inaccuraciesWe now make a last comment on this scheme, addressingthe robustness of the protocol with respect to inaccuracyin the control of the value χ . After finding the best pe-riodic modulation assuming χ = ξ , the simulations havebeen run again using the same modulation with χ = 1.1ξand χ = 0.9ξ , i.e. a 10% inaccuracy in the nominal valuesof χ and ξ . Notwithstanding the substantial entity of suchinaccuracy, one can see that the corresponding maximumentanglement is at most only 3% less than the originalvalue, thus confirming the stability of the results illus-trated above. Notice also that if the imbalance betweenχ and ξ is known, for example by a calibration measure-ment, we can in principle run the optimization includingthe actual values of χ and ξ therefore aiming at a largerentanglement value.
5. Hybrid BEC optomechanics as a probe of
mechanical quantum coherences
The problems addressed so far have shown that the BEC-based hybridization of optomechanical settings enrichesconsiderably the range of interesting physical effects thatcan be induced in the system. However, they have alsoraised (and partially addressed) the issue of the revelationof the quantum features of mechanical systems of difficultaddressability. In this Section we attack this problem di-rectly by designing an hybrid optomechanical setup forthe inference of quantum coherences in the state of a me-chanical oscillator. Our method is again based on the in-teraction with a BEC, although the regime that we adopthere is rather different from the one used in Secs. 2-4.We consider the setup sketched in Fig. 19, which consistsof an on-chip single-clamped cantilever and a spinor BECtrapped in close proximity to the chip and the cantilever.The latter is assumed to be manufactured so as to ac-commodate at its free-standing end a single-domain mag-netic molecule (or tip). Technical details on the fabricationmethods of similar devices can be found in Refs. [9, 10],which have also been found to have very large quality fac-tors, which guarantee a good resolution of the rich varietyof modes in the cantilever’s spectrum. At room tempera-ture, thermal fluctuations are able to (incoherently) exciteall flexural and torsional modes and in the following weassume that a filtering process is put in place, restrictingour observation to a narrow frequency window, so as toselect only a single mechanical mode.The second key element of our setup is a BEC of 87Rbatoms held in an (tight) optical trap and prepared in the
BEC
Chip
Single-clamped
nano-cantilever
Magnetic tip
Figure 19. Sketch of the setup for BEC-based probing of mechan-
ical coherences. A BEC is placed in close proximity to
a nano-mechanical cantilever endowed with a magnetic
tip. The coupling between the magnetic field generated
by the mechanical quantum antenna and the ultra-cold
atoms embodies a mechanism for the effective probing
of coherences in the state of the mechanical system.
hyperfine level |F = 1〉. As we assume the trapping tobe optical, there is no distinction between atoms with dif-ferent quantum numbers mF = 0,±1 of the projectionsof the total spin along the quantization axis. Moreover,for a moderate number of atoms in the condensate and atight trap, we can invoke the so-called single-mode ap-proximation (SMA) [53], which amounts to considering thesame spatial distribution for all spin states. These ap-proximations will be made rigorous and formal in the nextSubsections.
5.1. Hamiltonian of the systemWe now briefly review the mapping of a spinor BEC intoa rotor [54]. The most effective way is to start from thesecond-quantization version of the Hamiltonian of a BECtrapped in an anisotropic potential, which reads [55]
Hˆ =∑α
∫ d3r ψˆ†α (r)Hˆ0α ψˆα (r)
+ ∑α,β,µ,νGα,β,µ,ν
∫ d3r ψˆ†α (r)ψˆ†β (r)ψˆµ(r)ψˆν (r), (70)
where the second line of equation describes the particle-particle scattering mechanism, r = (x, y, z), and
Hˆ0α=− ~22m∇2 + 12ma [ω2(x2 + y2) + ω2zz2] . (71)
Here, ma is the mass of the Rb atoms and (ω,ω,ωz) isthe vector of frequencies of the trapping potential. Thesubscripts α, β, µ, ν refer to different z-components of thesingle-atom spin states. Since the scattering betweentwo particles does neither change the total spin nor itsz-component, we can link the coefficients Gα,β,µ,ν to the
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scattering lengths for the channels with total angular mo-mentum FT = 0, 2. Thus, by making use of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the full BEC Hamiltonian can be re-written as
Hˆ =∑α
∫ dr ψˆ†α (r)Hˆ0α ψˆα (r)
+ cs2 ∑α,β
∫ dr ψˆ†α (r)ψˆ†β (r)ψˆα (r)ψˆβ (r)
+ ca2 ∑α,β,α ′,β′
∫ dr ψˆ†α (r)ψˆ†β (r)(Fα,β ·Fα ′,β )ψˆα ′ (r)ψˆβ′ (r),
(72)
where we have set cs=(g0+2g2)/3 and ca=(g2−g0)/3 withg2j=4pi~2a2j /m (j=0, 1) (a2j is the scattering length forthe FT = 2j channel [56]). Here F is the vector of spin-1 matrices obeying the commutation relation [F i,F j ] =iεijkF k with εijk the Levi-Civita tensor.If ca ≈ 0 (i.e. if g0 ≈ g2) and/or the number of atoms is nottoo large, the total Hamiltonian is symmetric in the threespin components. By assuming a strong enough opticalconfinement and a BEC of a few thousand atoms, onecan thus think of the condensate field operator as havinga constant spatial distribution for all the three speciesmF = 0,±1 and write ψˆα (r)=ψ (r)dˆα . This is the so-calledSMA [53, 57], which leaves the Hamiltonian in the form
Hˆ =∑α cˆ†α cˆα + c
′s2 ∑α,β cˆ†α cˆ†β cˆα cˆβ
+ c′a2 ∑α,β,α ′,β′(Fα,β · Fα ′,β′ ) cˆ†α cˆ†α ′ cˆβ cˆβ′ ,
(73)
where we have defined c′i=ci ∫ d3r|ψ(r)|4. As the distancez0 between the BEC and the magnetic tip can be in therange of a few µm (we take z0 = 1.5µm in what follow) andthe spatial dimensions of the BEC are typically betweentenths and hundredths of µm (we considered az = 0.25µmand ar = 0.09µm), the relative correction to the magneticfield across the sample is of the order of 0.2, which issmall enough to justify the SMA. Moreover, in the con-figuration assumed here, the system will be mounted onan atomic chip, where the static magnetic field can betuned by adding magnets and/or flowing currents pass-ing through side wires. Such a design can compensatedistortions to the trapping potential induced by the tip.By introducing Nˆ=∑α cˆ†α cˆα and the angular momentumoperators Lˆ+=√2(cˆ†0 cˆ−1 + cˆ†1 cˆ0) and Lˆz=(cˆ†1 cˆ−1 cˆ†−1cˆ−1), wecan rewrite Eq. (73) as Hˆ=HˆA+HˆS , where we have explic-itly identified a symmetric part HˆS = µcpNˆ − c′sNˆ(Nˆ − 1)(with µcp the chemical potential) and an antisymmet-ric one HˆA = c′a(Lˆ2 − 2Nˆ) with Lˆ = (Lˆx , Lˆy, Lˆz) andLˆ± = (Lˆx ± Lˆy)/2. It is important to remember that such
a mapping is possible due to the assumption of a com-mon spatial wave function for the three spin components.As long as the antisymmetric term is small enough, thisis not a strict constraint. By exploiting Feshbach reso-nances [58], it is possible to adjust the couplings g0 andg2 in such a way that g0 ≈ g2, which allows for the pos-sibility to increase the number of atoms in the BEC, stillremaining within the validity of the SMA.We now consider the BEC interaction Hamiltonian whenan external magnetic field is present. Due to its magnetictip, the cantilever produces a magnetic field and we as-sume that only one mechanical mode is excited, so that thecantilever can be modelled as a single quantum harmonicoscillator whose annihilation (creation) operator we callbˆ (bˆ† ), in line with the notation used so far. By allowingthe tip to have an intrinsic magnetization, we can split themagnetic field into a (classical) static contribution B0 andan (operatorial) oscillating one δBˆ that arises from theoscillatory behaviour of the mechanical mode. The phys-ical mechanism of interaction is Zeeman-like, i.e. eachatom experiences a torque which tends to align its to-tal magnetic moment to the external magnetic field. TheHamiltonian for a single atom can be written as
Hˆ (1)Z = −µ·B = gµB~ Sˆ(1)·B, (74)
where µB is the Bohr magneton, Sˆ(1) is the spin operatorvector for a single atom and g is the gyromagnetic ratio.In line with Ref. [59], we adopt the convention that g andµ have opposite signs. The total interaction Hamiltonianis then given by the sum over all the atoms. By taking thedirection of B0 as the quantization axis (z-axis) and thex-axis along the direction of 〈δBˆ〉, the magnetic Zeeman-like Hamiltonian is
HˆZ = gµBB0z Lˆz + gµBGcac(bˆ† + bˆ)Lˆx , (75)
where we have used δBˆ = (δBˆx , 0, 0) with δBˆx =Gcac(bˆ† + bˆ)x, Gc = 3µ0|µc|/(4piz40 ) the gradient of themagnetic field produced by the tip at a distance z0, x theunit vector along the x-axis, and ac =√~/(2mωm). As inthe previous Sections, we have used the symbols m andωm to indicate the mass of the mechanical oscillator andits frequency. The full Hamiltonian of the BEC-cantileversystem is thus Hˆ = Hˆ0BEC + Hˆ0c + HˆI with
Hˆ0BEC = µcpNˆ−c′sNˆ(Nˆ − 1)+c′a(Lˆ2 − 2Nˆ)+gµBB0z Lˆz ,Hˆ0c = ~ωcbˆ†c bˆc, HˆI = gµBGcac(bˆ† + bˆ)Lˆx . (76)It has been shown in Refs. [55, 57] that Hˆ0BEC with B0z = 0allows for an interesting dynamics of the populations of
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the three spin states, which undergo Rabi-like oscilla-tions, thus witnessing the coherence properties of theBEC.
5.2. Mapping into a rotorThe Hamiltonian Hˆ with components as in Eqs. (76)should be further manipulated in order to cast it in a formthat fits with our needs. This is accomplished by imple-menting a formal mapping of the BEC into a quantum rotor,in line with Ref. [54]. As we work with a fixed number ofparticles, the state of the BEC can be decomposed as
∑
n′0,±1
Cn′0,±1 (cˆ†1 )n′1 (cˆ†0 )n′0 (cˆ†−1)n′−1 |0〉 , (77)
where the sum is performed over all sets of labels{n′0,±1} such that n′0+n′−1+n′1=N . Let us now intro-duce the Schwinger-like operators sˆx=(cˆ−1−cˆ1)/√2,sˆy=(cˆ1+cˆ−1)/(i√2), sˆz=cˆ0 such that [sˆα , sˆβ ]=0,[sˆα , sˆ†β ]=δα,β [54]. The generic state of the BEC inEq. (77) can now be written as |ΩN〉= 1√N! (Ω·sˆ† )N |0〉with Ω=(cosφ sinθ, sinφ sinθ, cosθ) a unit vector whosedirection is determined by the set of polar coordinates(θ, φ). By varying the direction of Ω on the unit sphereit is possible to recover any superposition for the state ofa single atom among the states with mz = 0,±1.Any state with a fixed number of particles in thebosonic Hilbert space can then be written as |Ψ〉 =∫ dΩφ(Ω) |ΩN〉 where φ(Ω) is the wave function of therotor we are looking for to complete the mapping. This isaccomplished by introducing the following components ofthe angular momentum operator along the x and z direc-tions
Lˆz = −i(sˆ†x sˆy − sˆ†y sˆx ) = −iz · (Ω×∇) = 1~z · Lˆ = −i∂φ,Lˆx = 12(sˆ†z sˆx − sˆ†x sˆz) + i2 (sˆ†z sˆy − sˆ†y sˆz)= −ix · (Ω×∇) = 1
~
x · Lˆ = i(sinφ ∂θ+ cotθ cosφ∂φ).(78)After discarding an inessential constant term, the Hamil-tonian that we will need reads Hˆ = Hˆ0R + Hˆ0c + HˆI with
Hˆ0R = c′aLˆ2 + gµB~ B0z Lˆz ,Hˆ0c = pˆ22m + 12mω2mqˆ2, HˆI = gµBGc~ qˆLˆx . (79)
We are now in a position to look at the BEC-cantileverjoint dynamics. In particular we will focus on the detectionof the cantilever properties by looking at the BEC spindynamics.
5.3. Probing mechanical quantum coherences
The form of the interaction Hamiltonian HˆI allows forthe measurement of any observable whose correspond-ing operator on the Hilbert space can be expressed asa function of qˆ and pˆ with no backaction on the can-tilever dynamics. Moreover, when there is no magneticfield, the ground state of a “ferromagnetic” (i.e. c2 < 0)spinor BEC is such that all the atomic spins are alignedalong a direction resulting from a spontaneous symmetrybreaking process [55]. Under the effects of the cantileverantenna, two preferred directions are introduced in thesystem: the z-direction along which we have the staticmagnetic field and the x-direction defined by the oscilla-tory component. The interplay between these two compet-ing magnetic fields is responsible for a “gyroscopic” mo-tion of the rotor about the z-axis, exactly as in a classicalspinning top. By looking at the way the rotor undergoessuch a gyromagnetic motion, we can gather informationon the properties of the state of the cantilever. We no-tice that an approach similar to the one considered herehas been used to show the resonant coupling of an atomicsample of 87Rb atoms with a magnetic tip [60].
In order to understand the mechanism governed byEqs. (79), let us look at the time evolution of the oper-ator Lˆx (t). We take an initial state of the form
|in〉 =∑n Cn |En〉 ⊗
∫
Σ1 dΩ φ(Ω) |Ω〉 , (80)
where Σ1 is the unit sphere and |En〉 are the en-ergy eigenstates of the mechanical oscillator (such thatHˆ0c |En〉=En |En〉). In the Heisenberg picture, the meanvalue of the x-component of the angular momentum is
〈Lˆx (t)〉 = 〈in|ei Hˆ~ tLˆx (0)e−i Hˆ~ t |in〉 = ∫q dq∑n,p C ∗pCne−iωn,ptφ∗p(q)φn(q)
∫
Σ1 dΩ φ∗(Ω)
(ei HˆI +Hˆ0R~ tLˆx (0)e−i HˆI +Hˆ0R~ t)φ(Ω),(81)
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where we have used the position eigenstates |q〉 ofthe mechanical oscillator with associated wavefunc-tion φn(q)=〈q|En〉 and ωn,p=ωm(n − p). By set-ting Ωq=√(gµB/~)2[(B0z )2 + G2cq2], the time-evolved x-component of the angular momentum operator is
Lˆx (t) = g2µ2B~2Ω2q [(B0z )2 cos(Ωqt) + G2cq2] Lˆx (0)
+gµBB0z
~Ωq sin(Ωqt)Lˆy(0)+g2µ2BB0zGcq~2Ω2q [1− cos(Ωqt)] Lˆz(0)= a1(q, t)Lˆx (0) + a2(q, t)Lˆy(0) + a3(q, t)Lˆz(0). (82)Comparing Eqs. (81) and (82) we find〈Lˆx (t)〉=∑j=x,y,z Aj (t)L0j , where
L0j = ∫Σ1 dΩ φ∗(Ω)Lˆj (0)φ(Ω),Aj (t) =∑n,p C ∗pCne−iωn,pt
∫
q dqφ∗p(q)φn(q)aj (q, t).
(83)
If the cantilever is initially prepared in the general mixedstate ρc(0) = ∑n Cn,m|En〉〈Em|, a similar expression forthe mean value of Lˆx (t) is found.As the qualitative conclusions of our analysis do not de-pend upon the initial value of the angular momentum com-ponent of the spinor, in what follows we shall concen-trate on an illustrative example that allows us to clearlydisplay our results. We thus consider, without affect-ing the generality of our discussions, 〈Lˆx,y(0)〉 = 0 and〈Lˆz(0)〉 = 100. When the cantilever and the BEC areuncoupled, we should expect 〈Lˆx (t)〉 to oscillate at theLarmor frequency ωL = gµBB0z and with an amplitudeindependent of 〈Lˆx (0)〉. The BEC-cantilever coupling in-troduces a modulation of such oscillations and in the fol-lowing we will demonstrate that the analysis of such os-cillatory behaviour is indeed useful to extract informationon the state of the cantilever.We first consider the case of a cantilever initially preparedin a superposition of a few eigenstates of the free Hamil-tonian Hˆ0c , as in Eq. (80). In Fig. 20 we show the meanvalue of Lˆx (t) as a function of the coherence between thestates with quantum number n = 0 and n = 1, i.e. a statehaving C0 = C1/α = 1/√1 + α2 and Cn = 0 otherwise.One can see a clear modulation of the behaviour of 〈Lˆx (t)〉:a close inspection reveals that the carrier frequency ωL ismodulated by the frequency ω0,1. In reality, the Larmorfrequency is renormalized as can be seen by the expres-sion for Ωq. However, as we have taken Gcac  B0z ,one can safely assume that the carrier frequency is veryclose to ωL. Moreover, the maximum of the function isfound at C0,1 = 1/√2, which maximizes the coherence
between the two states and thus the effect of the modu-lation. For symmetry reasons, the modulation describedis not visible if the cantilever is prepared in a superpo-sition of phonon eigenstates whose quantum numbers areall of the the same parity (such as a single-mode squeezedstate). In this case, in fact, the function entering the inte-gral over q in A3 is antisymmetric, thus making it vanish.In Fig. 20 (b), 〈Lˆx (t)〉 is shown for an initial state of thecantilever having C0,1 = C2/α = 1/√2 + α2 and Cn = 0otherwise. It is worth noticing that one can identify tworegions of oscillations separated by the line of nodes atα = 1 where C0 = C1 = C2. We can understand this be-haviour by studying the amplitudes of oscillation in threeα-dependent regions. For α < 1, the main modulationfrequency is given by ω0,1 and the role of the third stateis to modify the amplitude of the oscillations [see Fig. 20(b)]. At α = 1 a destructive interference takes place andthe amplitude drops down. For α > 1 the frequency ω1,2enters into the evolution of 〈Lˆx (t)〉 (for parity reasons, theterm with frequency ω0,2 has no role) and determines aphase shift of the oscillation fringes. It is interesting toobserve that if the initial state of the cantilever is purelythermal, 〈Lˆx (t)〉 does not oscillate: only quantum coher-ence in the state of the mechanical system gives rise tooscillatory behaviours and their presence is well signaledby the pattern followed by the angular momentum of thespinor-BEC.Although the examples considered so far have been instru-mental in explaining the connections between the proper-ties of the cantilever and the dynamics of the spinor’s de-grees of freedom, they are unfortunately currently far frombeing realistic. We will therefore now consider closer-to-reality example of a pure state that is likely to be achievedsoon. Given the impressive advances in the control andstate-engineering of micro and nano-mechanical systems,we will consider the cantilever to be prepared in a coher-ent state with an average phonon number nph . In Fig. 21we show the time evolution of 〈Lˆx (t)〉 for |α|2 = 1 [panel(a)], 5 [panel (b)], 15 [panel (c)], and 20 [panel (d)]. Onecan see that, depending on the mean number of phononsinitially present in the mechanical state, new frequenciesare introduced in the dynamics of the device: the larger|α|2, the larger the number of frequencies involved due tothe Poissonian nature of the occupation probability dis-tribution of a coherent state.
5.4. Detection scheme
To read out the information imprinted on the rotor, one canmake use of the Faraday-rotation effect, which allows tomeasure one component of the the angular momentum ofthe BEC with only a negligible back action on the conden-sate itself. It is well-known from classical optics that the
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Figure 20. (a) Mean value of Lˆx (t) for a cantilever in the initial state as given by Eq. (80) with C0=C1/α=1/√1 + α2and Cn = 0 otherwise. The
BEC consists of N=103 87Rb atoms and 〈Lˆx,y(0)〉 = 0, 〈Lˆz (0)〉 = 100. We have used B0z=3× 10−6µT and Gc ≈ 1.8× 103µT /µm. (b)
Mean value of Lˆx (t) for a cantilever in the initial state as given by Eq. (80) with C0 = C1 = C2/α = 1/√2 + α2 and Cn = 0 otherwise.
The BEC parameters are the same as in Fig. 20. The inset shows that the change in |α| amounts to a shift of the oscillations [we have
taken = eipi/6(0.5, 1, 2)].
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Figure 21. Time evolution of 〈Lˆx (t)〉 for a coherent initial state of the cantilever with |α|2 = 1 [panel (a)], 5 [panel (b)], 15 panel [(c)], 20 [panel (d)].
linear polarization of an electromagnetic field propagatingacross an active medium rotates with respect to the direc-tion it had when entering the medium itself. This is theessence of the Faraday-rotation effect, which can be un-derstood by decomposing the initial polarization in termsof two opposite circularly polarized components experi-encing different refractive indices [61]: by going throughthe medium, the two components acquire different phases,thus tilting the resulting polarization.In the case of an ultra-cold gas, an analogous rotationof the polarization of a laser field propagating across theBEC is due to the interaction of light with the atomicspins. If the spins are randomly oriented the net effect isnull, while for spins organized in clusters, the effect canindeed be measured. It has been shown in Refs. [62, 63]that the back-action on the BEC induced by this sort ofmeasurements is rather negligible. In recent experimentsnon destructive measurements on a single BEC of 23Naatoms have been used to show the dynamical transitionbetween two different regions of the stability diagramof the system [64]. This method can thus be effectivelyused to determine the dynamics of the angular momentumcomponents of the rotor BEC and thus indirectly witnessthe presence of coherences in the state of the cantilever.
Moreover, as shown in Ref. [63], the signal to noise ratiois proportional to √τpd/τs where τpd is the characteris-tic time for the response of the photo-detector and τs isthe average time between consecutive photon-scatteringevents. In order to be able to detect two distinct eventson a time scale τ we thus need τpd < τ < τs to hold. Thiscondition states that the number of scattered photons hasto be small enough during the time τ over which the dy-namics we want to resolve occurs. On the other hand thedetector “death time” should be smaller than the typicalevolution time. While τs can be easily tuned by adjustingthe experimental working point, ultrafast photo-detectorsof the latest generation have response time τpd of a few ps.As in our scheme we have τ ∈ [10−8, 10−5]s, the proposedcoherence-probing method appears to be within reach.
6. Single-spin aided optomechanics for
quantum non-locality
Having analysed in detail the case of a collective atomicsystem embodying the element of hybridisation of an oth-erwise pure optomechanical device, we now change per-spective and explore the potential arising from a single-body matter-like system. In particular, we introduce and
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study a system comprising an optomechanical cavity con-taining a single spin-like system, embodied for instanceby a three-level atom. We show how the state of thesystem reveals strong non-classical features such as non-local correlations between the atom and the mirror andnegative values of the Wigner function of the mirror, evenin presence of dissipative processes and non-zero tem-perature. We focus on the correlations established be-tween the two systems as well as the non-classical fea-tures induced on the state of the mirror. The generalaim is precisely to prove how non-classical behaviourscan be induced in massive mesoscopic systems out of thereach of direct addressability, even by the means of mi-croscopic quantum-inducing ancillae that might be onlyweakly coupled to the mechanical subsystem. The sce-nario addressed in this Section deals with non-classicalfeatures (such as non-local correlations and negative val-ues of the Wigner function) that are truly mesoscopic andthus different from more extensively studied nano-scalesetups [65–68], well-controllable and, although close toexperimental capabilities in the fields of optomechanicsand light-matter interaction, yet unexplored.
6.1. The ModelThe system that we consider involves a three-level atom ina Λ configuration, coupled to a single-mode optical cavitypumped by a laser field at frequency ωL and with a mov-able mirror. The atom is driven by a second external fieldat frequency ωi that enters the cavity radially [see Fig. 22(a) and (b)]. We label {|0〉 , |1〉}a the states belonging tothe fundamental atomic doublet and |e〉a the excited state.The atomic transition |0〉a ↔ |e〉a is guided, at rate Ω, bythe external field at frequency ωi. On the other hand, thetransition |1〉a ↔ |e〉a is coupled to the cavity field atfrequency ωC with coupling constant g. We call δ the de-tuning between each transition and the respective drivingfield, while ∆cp = ωC − ωp is the cavity-pump detuning.The movable mirror with frequency ωm is coupled to thecavity field through radiation-pressure. We assume largesingle-photon Raman detuning and negligible decay rateγe from the atomic excited state, so that δ  Ω, g  γeand an off-resonant two-photon Raman transition is re-alized. Moving to an interaction picture defined by theoperator ωpaˆ† aˆ + ωi |e〉〈e|a + ω10 |1〉〈1|a , the Hamilto-nian of the overall system reads
Hˆsys = Hˆa + HˆR + Hˆm + Hˆc + Hˆmc + Hˆcp (84)
withˆ
Ha=~δ |e〉 〈e|a , HˆM = ~ωmbˆ† bˆ, HˆC = −~∆aˆ† aˆ,HˆR =~Ω |e〉〈0|a + ~gei∆cpt aˆ† |1〉〈e|a + h.c.,HˆMC = −~χaˆ† aˆ(bˆ+ bˆ† ). (85)
Here, Hˆa is the atomic energy, HˆR is the Raman coupling,HˆM (HˆC ) is the mirror (cavity) free Hamiltonian. Finally,HˆMC and Hˆcp are the usual radiation-pressure and cavity-pump terms used throughout this review. The pumpingfield ensures that a few photons are always present inthe cavity, allowing a mediated interaction between theatom and the mirror. On the other hand, the purpose ofthe external field with rate Ω is to trigger the passagesbetween the excited level |e〉a and the ground level |0〉a.If we further assume suitable working conditions, both theatomic excited state and the cavity field are virtually pop-ulated and they can be eliminated from the dynamics ofthe system. We start from the elimination of the excitedstate of the atom |e〉a and the electromagnetic field insidethe cavity. In order to do so, we assume ∆cp  Ω, g andδ  Ω, g. We notice that the only terms in the Hamil-tonian involving the atomic degrees of freedom are Hˆaand HˆR . Hence, we perform first the adiabatic elimina-tion of the exited level |e〉a of the atom. The HamiltonianHˆa + HˆR can be formally written as a 3 × 3 matrix withrespect to the basis {|0〉, |1〉, |e〉}a
Hˆa + HˆR = ~
0 0 Ω0 0 gei∆cpt aˆ†Ω ge−i∆cpt aˆ δ
 . (86)
By writing a generic state of the atom as |λ〉a = c0|0〉a +c1|1〉a+ce|e〉a and by setting to zero c˙e in the correspond-ing Schrödinger equation i~∂t |λ〉a = (Hˆa + HˆR )|λ〉a, wefind the effective Hamiltonian
Hˆeff
~
=− Ω2δ |0〉〈0| − Ωge−i∆cptδ aˆ|0〉〈1|− Ωgei∆cptδ aˆ† |1〉〈0| − g2δ aˆ† aˆ|1〉〈1|.
(87)
After the adiabatic elimination, we replace the terms Hˆa+HˆR in Eq. (85) with the expression above and the totalHamiltonian of the system reads now Hˆsys = Hˆeff + HˆC +HˆM + HˆMC + Hˆcp.The next step is the elimination of the cavity field opera-tors aˆ and aˆ† . In order to do so, we consider the equations˙ˆa = − i~ [Hˆsys, aˆ] and ˙ˆa† = − i~ [Hˆsys, aˆ† ]. We find that
1
~
[Hˆsys, aˆ] = −aˆ[∆cp + χ(bˆ† + bˆ)− g2δ |1〉〈1|a]+ Ωgδ ei∆cpt |1〉〈0|a.
(88)
Taking ∆cp  χ, g2/δ we can set the derivative to zeroand find
aˆ = Ωgδ∆cp ei∆cpt |1〉〈0|, aˆ† = Ωgδ∆cp e−i∆cpt |0〉〈1|. (89)
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Figure 22. (a) Scheme of the system. (b) Energy levels of the atom driven by an off-resonant two-photon Raman transition. (c) Maximum violation
of the Bell-CHSH inequality against the displacement d. From top to bottom, the curves correspond to V = 1, 3, 5 with Υt = 2d andθ1 ' 3pi/2 and are optimized with respect to θ. The inset shows, from top to bottom, the logarithmic negativity E against V for projected
states with p = 0, 1 and 2, for d = 2.
By substituting these equation in the expression for HˆMCwe find the effective atom-mirror interaction
Hˆeff = ~Υ |0〉 〈0|a (bˆ† + bˆ) (90)
with Υ = χg2Ω2/δ2∆2cp. The form of the effective couplingrate Υ shows that all the considered coupling mechanismsare necessary in order to achieve the atom-mirror cou-pling. Through the two-photon Raman transition, the vir-tual quanta resulting from the atom-cavity field interactionare transferred (by the bus embodied by the cavity field)to the mechanical system. As a consequence, the stateof the latter experiences a displacement (in phase space)conditioned on the state of the effective two-level atomicsystem resulting from the elimination of the excited state.Hˆeff involves the position quadrature operator qˆ ∝ bˆ+ bˆ†of the movable mirror. It is worth noticing that, if the cavityis driven by a bichromatic pump with frequencies ωp andωp + ωm and a relative phase φ, the effective couplingbetween the atom and the movable mirror can be madeflexible in the sense that qˆ is replaced by bˆeiφ + bˆ†e−iφ ,making possible the displacement in any direction of thephase space of the movable mirror [69–72]. It is importantto stress the underlying assumption of tight confinementof the atom within the cavity, which allows us to neglectthe effects of micro-motion in our analysis. In principle,micro-motion would imply the incorporation of an addi-tional degree of freedom (the motion of the atom) thatcould embody a decoherence channel for the electronicatomic states, and thus an important physical mechanismto consider. However, a detailed analysis of the effects ofmicro-motion goes beyond the scopes of this review.
6.2. Atom-Mirror EntanglementWe now focus on the quantification of microscopic-macroscopic correlations between the atom and the mirror.First, we assume that the initial state of the movable mir-ror is a coherent state |α〉M with amplitude α ∈ C, while
the atom is assumed intially in |+〉a = (|0〉 + |1〉)a/√2.Under the action of the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (90),the initial state evolves into |ψ(t)〉 = Uˆt |+, α〉aM , where
|ψ(t)〉 = 1√2 (|1, α〉+ e−iΦ(t) ∣∣0, α − iΥte−iφ〉)aM (91)
with Φ(t) = ΥtRe[αeiφ ] and
Uˆt ≡ e−iHˆeff t = |1〉〈1|a ⊗ 1 M + |0〉〈0|a ⊗ DˆM (−iΥteiφ),(92)where DˆM (ζ) is the single-mode displacement operatoralready introduced in Sec. 1. Eq. (91) is, in general, anentangled state of a microscopic and a mesoscopic system:its Von Neumann entropy depends on the value of Υt only.Intuitively, the larger the phase-space distance between|α〉a and |α − iΥt〉a, the closer the evolved state to a bal-anced superposition of bipartite orthogonal states, thusmaximizing the entanglement. To give a figure of merit,for Υt = 0.82 the entropy is ∼ 0.8, while for Υt > 1.7 theentropy is > 0.996. Interestingly, the kind of control overthe mirror state reminds of the “quantum switch” protocolfor microwave cavities [73], although here it is achievedover a truly mesoscopic device.Although impressive progresses have recently been ac-complished in active and passive cooling of micro- andnano-mechanical oscillators [74], it is realistic to expectthe mirror to be affected by thermal randomness due to itsexposure to the driving field and/or to a phononic back-ground at temperature T . Exploiting the handiness ofEq. (91), we write the initial state of the mirror at thermalequilibrium (temperature T ) and displaced by d (due tothe external pump) as
ρthM = ∫ d2αP(α, V ) |α〉〈α|M (93)
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with P(α, V ) = 2e− 2|α−d|2V−1pi(V−1) , V = coth(ωm/2KBT ). Under Uˆt ,the state |+〉 〈+|a ⊗ ρthM evolves into
Uˆt(|+〉 〈+|a ⊗ ρthM )Uˆ†t =∫ d2αP(α, V ) |ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)| , (94)
which reduces to the pure case of Eq. (91) for T = 0. Weproceed to show that the coupling mechanism describedabove is characterized by special features, at the coreof current experimental and theoretical interests [75–77].Let us consider the case of φ = pi/2, V = 1 (i.e. T = 0)and α ∈ R, which gives |ψ(τ)〉 (|1, α〉+ |0, α − Υt〉)aM /√2.This entangled state represents a mesoscopic instance of apure Schrödinger-cat state. Interestingly, it has been dis-cussed that a faithful implementation of the Schrödinger’scat paradox would use a mesoscopic subsystem initiallyprepared in a thermal state, rather than a pure one [75–77]. The state in Eq. (94) is a significant example ofsuch case. Unravelling the entanglement properties ofthis state is demanding due to the difficulty of finding ananalytical tool for its undisputed revelation. In order togain insight, here we propose to follow two paths.The first relies on the nonlocality properties of this classof states, induced by the strong entanglement betweenthe subsystems. Following Ref. [78, 79], the microscopicpart is projected along the direction n = (sinθ, 0, cosθ)of the single-qubit Bloch sphere while the mesoscopicone is probed by using the displaced parity observableΠˆ(β) = Dˆ† (β)(−1)bˆ† bˆDˆ(β), with β = βr + iβi. This ap-proach has been used recently to address the micro-macronon-locality in an all-optical setting [80]. The correlationfunction for a joint measurement is thus
C(β, θ) = ∫ d2αP(α, V ) 〈ψ(t)| (n · σˆ )⊗ Πˆ(β) |ψ(t)〉 (95)
and a Bell-Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (Bell-CHSH)inequality is formulated as |C(0, θ1) + C(0, θ) + C(β, θ1)−C(β, θ)| ≤ 2 [81]. Any state satisfying this constraint canbe described by a local-realistic theory. Let us first dis-cuss the pure case of V = 1, which gives
C(β, θ) = 12e−2(d2+Υ2t2+|β|2+βrΥt−2βrd)× [cosθ(e4dΥt−2Υtβr−e2Υ2t2+2Υtβr )+2eΥt(2d+ 32 Υt) cos(2Υtβi) sinθ].
(96)
At Υt = 0, the microscopic and mesoscopic subsystems areuncorrelated and C(β, θ) can indeed be factorized. For aset value of d and a non-zero value of Υt, we observeviolation of the Bell-CHSH inequality as illustrated in
Fig. 22. Moreover, there is a range of values of θ (∼ pi/2)where, for d 6= 0, the local-realistic bound is violated,symmetrically with respect to d = 0. When the thermalcharacter of the mesoscopic part is considered, the expres-sion for the correlation function becomes cumbersome andwe omit it. However, the strong entanglement betweenmicroscopic and mesoscopic subsystems allows violationof Bell-CHSH inequality also in the mixed-state case: thedotted curve in Fig. 22 corresponds to V ' 5. Beyond thisvalue, the inequality is no longer violated.The second path we follow uses the technique put forwardin Ref. [82] and later reprised by Ferreira et al. in Ref. [83].In this approach, Eq. (94) is projected onto a bidimensionalsubspace spanned by the microscopic states {|0〉 , |1〉}aand the phononic ones {|p〉 , |p+ 1〉}M (p ∈ Z). The en-tanglement within Eq. (94) cannot be increased by thisprojection, which is just a local operation. Thus, by quan-tifying the entanglement for fixed p, we provide a lowerbound to the overall quantum correlations in the state ofthe system. As a measure for entanglement in each 2× 2subspace we use the logarithmic negativity, formulatedfor spin-like systems [84–86]. An example of the resultsachieved with this method is given in the inset of Fig. 22,where we show the case of d = 2 and p = 0, 1, 2. En-tanglement is found in each subspace with fixed p, up tovalues of V ∼ 5, strengthening our findings about the re-silience of non-classical correlations set by the couplingbeing studied.
6.3. Non-classicality of the mirror
We now consider the effects of the microscopic-mesoscopicinteraction over the state of the movable mirror. This isa hot topic in the current research of opto and electro-mechanical systems. The grounding of opto/electro-mechanical devices as potential candidates for quantuminformation processing requires the design of protocolsfor the preparation of non-classical states of massive me-chanical systems. Various attempts have been performedin this direction, mainly at the nano-scale level, where acantilever can be capacitively coupled to a superconduct-ing two-level system [65–68].Let us consider the case of φ = 0. The optomechanicalevolution encompassed by Uˆt alone is unable to give riseto any non-classicality in the state of the mirror. Thisis easy to check simply by tracing out the state of theatom in Eq. (91), which would leave us with a statisti-cal mixture of two displaced mirror’s states. On the otherhand, a conditional process is able to project the coher-ence of a quantum mechanical superposition and simul-taneously get rid of the atomic degree of freedom [87–92]. In order to illustrate our claim, we consider an initialstate of the system having the form ρ(0) = |φ〉〈φ| ⊗ρM (0)
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Figure 23. (a)-(c) Wigner function of the conditional mirror state against ξr = Re(ξ) and ξi = Im(ξ), for V = 3 and d = 0. Panels (a), (b), (c)
correspond to Υt = 2, 3, 4 respectively. (d) Density plot of fidelity against V and Υ. Darker regions correspond to smaller values of FW .(b) Wigner function of the mirror under dissipation, for γ ∼ 0.1Υ and V = 5.
where |φ〉a = c0|0〉a + c1|1〉a is a pure state of the atomand ρM (0) is an arbitrary state of the mechanical mode.We then project the atomic part of the evolved stateUˆtρ(0)Uˆ†t onto |φ〉〈φ|, thus post-selecting the mechani-cal state ρM (t) = 〈φ|Uˆt |φ〉ρM (0)〈φ|Uˆ†t |φ〉. Therefore, thestate of the mirror undergoes an effective evolution drivenby the operator
〈φ|Uˆt |φ〉 = |c1|21ˆ + |c0|2Dˆ(−iΥt). (97)
In the remainder of this paper, we consider again thecase where |φ〉a = |+〉a ≡ (|0〉 + |1〉)a/√2, which opti-mizes the performance of our scheme terms of the degreeof non-classicality enforced in the mechanical subsystem.For an initial coherent state of the mirror, i.e. ρM (0) =|α〉〈α|M , applying the conditional time evolution operatorin Eq. (97) leads to |µ+〉M = N+(|α〉+ e−iΦ(t) |α − iΥt〉)M ,where N+ is the normalization factor. Depending on thevalue of Υt, such states exhibit quantum coherences. Obvi-ously, the thermal convolution inherent in the preparationof mirror’s state ρM may blur them. In what follows weprove that this is not the case for quite a wide range ofvalues of V .The figure of merit that we use to estimate non-classicalityis the negativity in the Wigner function WM (µ) [µ =µr + iµi] associated with the mirror state resulting fromthe measurement performed over the atomic part of thesystem. Considering an initial thermal state of the mirrorand applying the conditional unitary evolution operatorgiven in Eq. (97), the Wigner function of the mirror afterthe post-selection process is
WM (µ) =2e− 2|µ|2+2Υtµi+Υ2t2V(1 + e− VΥ22 )piV
× [cosh(Υ2t2 + 2ΥtµiV
)+ e Υ2t22V cos(2Υtµr)] .(98)
The behaviour of WM (µ) in the phase space is shown inFig. 23, where we clearly see the appearance of regions ofnegativity, witnessing non-classicality of the correspond-ing state as induced by our microscopic-to-mesoscopiccoupling. Interference fringes are created between twopositive Gaussian peaks (not shown in the figure) corre-sponding to the position, in the phase space, of mutuallydisplaced coherent states. This reminds of the Wignerfunction of a pure Schrödinger cat state although, as wesee later, the analogy cannot be pushed further. Re-markably, in contrast with the fragility of the nonlocal-ity properties of the microscopic-mesoscopic state, WM (µ)has a negative peak of −0.01 up to V ∼ 100, which im-plies strong thermal nature of the mirror state. For amechanical system embodying one of the mirrors of a cav-ity, ωm/2pi ∼ 5MHz is realistic. For V = 10 (100), thiscorresponds to an effective temperature of 1mK (10mK),i.e. energies 10 (100) times larger than the ground-stateenergy of the mirror.It is interesting to compare the mixed state resulting fromthe thermal convolution to a pure state in Eq. (91) (withφ = 0). As a measure of the closeness of two states, weuse quantum fidelity between a mixed and a pure statewritten as the overlap between the corresponding Wignerfunctions FW = pi ∫ d2µWPure(µ)WMix (µ), where WPure(µ)[WMix (µ)] is the Wigner function of the pure [mixed] state.FW is shown in Fig. 23 (d) against Υτ and V . Whilethe thermal effect reduces the value of the fidelity as Vgrows, the behaviour of FW against Υt is, surprisingly,non-monotonic. At a given V , there is always a finite valueof Υt associated with a maximum of FW . Remarkably, thevalues of Υt maximizing FW differ from those at which theWigner function achieves its most negative value.
6.4. Finite temperature dissipative dynamicsSo far, we have assumed a movable mirror of large me-chanical quality factor. The progresses recently accom-plished in fabrication processes guarantee very small me-
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chanical dissipation rates. However, they are not yetnegligible and their effect should be considered in anyproposal for quantumness in optomechanical devices. Wethus include mechanical losses in our analysis, lookingfor their effects onto the non-classicality induced in themovable mirror. We concentrate on the finite-temperaturedissipative mechanism described by
LV (ρ) = γ2 [(2bˆρbˆ† − {bˆ† bˆ, ρ}) + (V − 1)(bˆρ − ρbˆ, bˆ† )],(99)which is the weak-damping limit of the Brownian-motionmaster equation [46]. The density matrix ρ describes thestate of the atom-mirror system. The full master equation,including the unitary part −i[Hˆeff , ρ], is easily translatedinto a set of equations of motion for the mirror reduceddensity matrix obtained by considering the projectionsonto the relevant atomic states ρij = a〈i|ρ|j〉a (i, j = 0, 1).These can then be recast as Fokker-Planck equations forthe Wigner functions Wij of such mirror’s state compo-nents. These read
∂tW(x, p, t) = MW(x, p, t) + L˜dW(x, p, t), (100)
where
W(x, p, t) =

W00(x, p, t)W01(x, p, t)W10(x, p, t)W11(x, p, t)
 ,
M = √2ΥDiag [∂p,− ix + ∂p2 , ix + ∂p2 , 0
] ,
L˜d = [γ2 (x∂x + p∂p) + γ4V (∂2p2 + ∂2x2 ) + γ]1 ,
(101)
where we have introduced the quadrature variables x =√2Re(µ), p = √2Im(µ). Each of these equations preservesthe Gaussian nature of the corresponding Wigner func-tion’s component, whose time-evolved form is taken fromthe ansatz
Wij (x, p, t) ∝ [det(Dij )]−1/2e− 12 qTijD−1ij qij+iΘij (t) (102)
Figure 24. Wigner function of the mirror under dissipation, for γ ∼0.1Υ and V = 5.
with qij = (x − x ijp− pij
) , Dij = ( σ xij σ xpijσ xpij σpij
) (103)
parameterized by the time-dependent mean values x ij , pijand variances σ x,p,xpij of the variables x, p and xp. We havealso introduced the time-dependent phases Θij ’s whichaccount for the contributions from Φ(t) in Eq. (91). Thesolution is readily found to be ∑i,j=0,1 Wij (x, p, t) (apartfrom the normalization factor), which gives back the non-Gaussian character of the mirror’s state. The negativityof the Wigner function can be studied at set values ofγ and T and chosing the time at which the ideal caseachieves the most negative value. The results are shown inFig. 24, where we see that non-classicality is found evenfor quite a large value of γ/Υ. Clearly, this results froma subtle trade off between temperature and mechanicalquality factor. Although small γ and T guarantee non-classicality, such a behaviour is still present at γ/Υ ∼ 0.1and for T well above the ground-state one.
6.5. Feasibility analysisIn the proposal above, the dissipative part of the dynamicsinduced by damping processes in the mechanical oscillatorplays an important role, and the achievement of the con-dition Υ ∼ γ is crucial. A comment about the possibility ofreaching this regime is thus in order. For state-of-the-artmechanical systems, typical values of γ are in the rangeof a few Hz, as we have seen in the previous Sectionsof this review. On the other hand, the effective couplingrate Υ depends directly on the strength of the radiationpressure interaction constant χ = (ωc/L)√~/2mωm. Let usconsider a mechanical modes having ωm/(2pi) = 300KHzand m ∼ 50ng placed in a cavity of L = 10mm [93–95]:assuming g2Ω2/δ2∆2 ∼ 0.1 and ωc ∼ 1015Hz, we caneasily get Υ ∼ 1Hz. This value is indeed comparable toγ, thus demonstrating the achievability of the conditionsrequired by our proposal.
7. Conclusions and OutlookThis review aimed at providing an overview of some ofthe possibilities for quantum-empowered tasks that canbe made possible by the adoption of a hybrid approachto the dynamics of optically driven quantum mechanicaloscillators. We have illustrated specific examples of hy-bridisation, ranging from the merging of a diluted BECinto an optomechanical cavity to the magnetic interactionbetween spinor atomic gases and mechanical cantilevers,passing through the use of a single few-level atom as anenforcer of mechanical non-classicality. Each of the in-stances addressed in this paper aims at addressing animportant class of problems in the area of quantum tech-nologies: state preparation, the manipulation and control
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of the inherently quantum features of an optomechanicaldevice, and the detection of such properties. Needless tosay, our analysis is not exhaustive nor definitive: manyare the problems that have yet to find an appropriate ad-dressing in the context of hybrid quantum optomechan-ics, and we have provided a set of suggestions that, wehope, would raise the interest of the community workingin related areas and, ultimately, will contribute to the fulldevelopment of such a promising architecture for quantumdevices.
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